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Stiff penalty to deter others

Sara Moore given life sentence
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -• Former
FBI Informal Sara Jane Moore was
sentenced to life in prison yesterday
by a judge who blamed a permissive
society and lack of capital punishment
for her attempt to assassinate
President Ford.
U.S. District Court Judge Samuel
Conti said Moore had "no remorse"
and that he hoped the stiff sentence
would be a deterrent to others. She
was the second woman m a month to
be sentenced for attempting to
assassinate the President.
"The only reason the Prcsideni was
not killed was noi through any fault of
your own. Your aim was straight."
Conti said. "It was a faulty gunsighi

Sign-up

Sara Jane Moore is taken into custody after firing at President
Ford last September. (AP Wirepholo)

Because of a time conflict with
classes, the Placement Office has
changed the signup time fa
non-school schedules from - p.m.
Wednesday to 7 to a.m. Wednesday
in the Forum, Student Services
Building

that made the attempt on
President's life unsuccessful."

the

HE SAID Mooie and people like hci
"are misguided, and you arc blaming
sociciy fa your own faults." He
accused her of taking it on herself to
"be the judge, jury and the
executioner" when she shot at Ford as
he left a San I i.mcisco hotel Sept 22.
"What ically concerns mc most
about America is how calloused we
have become to crime and to
violence." said Judge Conti.
"If you thought Jt Ihe moment that
you were going to piess thai trigger
and file that shot that you would be
subjected to capital punishment, you
wouldn't be pulling the trigger." he
added.
During a heating Dec, 17 to
determine whethei the facts warranted
acceptance of Mooie's guilty plea. FBI
agent Richard Vitanianli revealed for
,the first lime that Ihe gun she used
had a tendency to lire high and lo the
light.

IT HAD been reported previous!)
ih.it Ford might have escaped Injury

only because ex-Manne Ohvei Sipple,
standing next lo Moore in the crowd,
hit her arm and deflected ihe shot

relationship was terminated after
about a year, bul she served as an
informei for other law enforcement

agencies
Before her sentencing, Moore. 45.
read a lengthy Statement describing
how she "came to understand that
violence
can
sometimes
be
constructive."
She said she regretted attempting lo
assassinate
Ford
because
il
"accomplished little except to throw
away the rest of my life, although I
realize there are those who think that's
the one good ihing resulting from
this."
But ihe matronly divorcee said she
was not soiry she tned "because ai the
lime ii seemed a correct expression ^i
my anger and. if successful, just inigh;
have triggered Ihe kind of chaos that
could have Started the upheaval of
change."
A FORMER bookkeeper and
housewife with a history of mental
illness. Mooie became involved with
radical groups and was recruited as an
FBI
Informei in
ll>74. That

Moore's ninev car-old son has been
in a losiei home since her arresl.
lynette "Squeaky" Fromme was
the first person sentenced undei the
special tedeial law passed by Congress
after President John Kennedy's
assassination in l%3.
Fromme, a member of the Charles
Manson cull, was sentenced lo life in
pnson Dec. I7 alter a jury convicted
her of pointing a gun ai President Ford
Sept, 5 III Sacramento.

Weather
Cloudy, windy and cold today
with snow flurries likely, highs in
the mid to upper 20s. Partial
clearing and much colder tonight
lows near S to 10 above zero. Fair
and cold tomorrow highs in the
low 20s. Probability of snow 60
per cent today and 20 per cent

tonight,

Legal aid program pending in finance committee
By James Sluzewski
Staff Reporter

Finance Committee before it can be
acted upon by the whole senate.

Collegrale legal assistance, a long
debated issue, could become a reality
if the Ohio Senate Finance Committee
approves a measure thai would give
the
boaids
of
trustees
of
state-supported universities authority
to establish a legal aid program.
The proposal. House Bill 335 (HB
335). is the latest attempt by a group
of legislators led by Mike Slin/.isno
(DColumbusI lo enacl legislation on
the legal assistance issue.
The bill easily passed Ihe Ohio
House of Repiesentatives last year, bul
must be approved by ihe Senate

THE RESOLUTION then would be
relayed to Gov, James Rhodes for his
signature and would become law 00
days later.
The proposed law. which will
amend Section 3.145 of the Ohio
Revised Code, stales that, "the Board
of Trustees of any stale-assisted
college or university may establish a
student fee to be used to finance a
group legal services piograin lo provide
legal services to its students."
The bill also stales that "no student
may be represented through the use of
this fee in any action against Ihe

university or in any matter involving
another student paying the same tee."
Sthtziano's interpretation of Ihe bill
was offered in a repoit issued by his
office.
The repoit said the legal assistance
plan could be handled much like a
gioup health insurance program, with
Students paying a Hal fee each quarter
and receiving legal representation and
counseling in return.
STINZ1ANO SAID the lee probably
would run about S5 a quarter per
student and would be paid on a
voluntary basis.
The law itself, though, mentions no
particular fee. docs nol contain a

clause making llic service optional and
still requires afflrmitlve action by the
hoard of trustees at each individual
institution.
Simziano's report stales that (he
program already is in operation at 12
Universities in eight stales, including
Southern Methodist University, Penn
Stale University and the Universities
of Michigan. Oregon and Indiana.
One
University official here,
however, is nol certain of the merits of
the legal aid plan.

Dr. Richard Ealdn. vice provosi foi
Student affairs, said a plan here would
have to be voluntary.
"Il would nol be wise lo have a plan
that would tone students to
participate," he said.
DR, EAKIN added thai negative
check-off. (he process whereby all
students aie participants unless tins
specifically ask not lo be. is not any
"'better than a forced participation plan.

"II we would adopt such a
program," he explained, "it would
have to be carefully laid out and
planned."
Dr. F.akm also said lliere already is
one place in Ohio where anyone can
call lo gel legal advice for •sin
This bill is one of Iwo proposed by
siin/iano lo assist college students.
The olhei proposal would provide
for two voting Studenl members of ihe
boaid ol trustees al each stale college
in Ohio.

Angolan defeat reports denied
as Soviet-backed forces gain
JOIIANNISBI'RG. South Africa
(AP) -• Soviet-backed forces, led by
Cuban troops, have scored major
military victories in northern Angola,
raising fears of direct intervention by
neighboring Zaire, reports reaching
Johannesburg said yesterday.
In
Washington,
the
State
Department denied reports that one of
the U.S.-supported factions in Angola
has collapsed. "The situation is serious
but resistance is continuing and the
fighting K going on." a spokesman
said.
IN ROME, a man claiming to speak
for the Soviet-backed government in
Angola said a second al tempt by the
Luanda regime to buy U.S.-built
planes had fallen through, and that it
would start talks with the Soviets for
the purchase of planes.
In another development. South
African officials at Walvis Bay in
southwest Africa have refused to let
23 ships carrying an estimated 2,500
Angolan refugees unload their human
cargo and ordered the ships to return
to Angola. The ship captains have
refused to budge.
The London Financial Times and
the Yugoslav news agency Tanjug both

reported
that
forces of ihe
Soviet-backed Popular From for the
Liberation of Angola (MPLA) have
seized the key Angolan port of
Ambriz. its airfield and ihe nearby city
of Ambrizette.
THE WESTERN-BACKED National
From for the Liberation of Angola
(FNLA) has maintained its military
headquarters at Ambnz..
The MPLA offensive reportedly was
led by about 7.000 Cuban combat
troops and used tanks, helicopter
gunships and concent rated rocket
attacks to seize the cities.
U.S. Secretary of Slate Henry
Kissinger said Wednesday the Cuban
forces were trying to take over all of
Angola and said fighting in northern
Angola "is being conducted almost
entirely by Cuban forces without even
the pretense of .participation" by Ihe
MLPA.
Meanwhile, U.S. intelligence sources
in Washington said the Soviet Union
may be preparing a further buildup of
its naval strength off the West African
coast within cruising distance of
Angola.
The sources said U.S. intelligence
has been tricking a Soviet cruiser.

Catholic declaration advises
moral sexuality in marriage
NEW
YORK
(AP) - While
condemning tire modern erosion of sex
standards, the new Roman Catholic
declaration
on
sexual
ethics
emphasizes
the
importance
of
sexuality and the "moral goodness" of
sexual union in marriage.
Human beings are "so profoundly
affected by sexuality" that it is a key
factor in giving "to each individual's
life the' principal traits that distinguish
it," states the document issued
yesterday by the Vatican.
It adds that sex gives a person the
biological, psychological and spiritual
characteristics that "largely condition

his or her progress toward maturity"
.and involvement in society.
THIS POSITIVE evaluation of sex,
differing from older negative Church
teachings about it, says that only
respect for the definitive quality of sex
"insures the moral goodness" of sexual
intercourse in marriage.
That objective bond of union, and
not mere sincere intentions, is essential
for sexual acts to uphold "true human
dignity" and to preserve the "full
sense of mutual self-giving and human
procreation in the context of true
love." the declaration says.

which has moved through the western
Mediterranean toward Gilbialtar in
recent days, and a Soviet ituidcd
missile destroyer. which has been
spotted south of Portugal.
INTELUGENCE reports reaching
the Pentagon said the destination of
the ships is uncertain, bul the reports
suggest the ships may be senl to
reinforce other Russian naval vessels
already off West Africa.
The conservative London Daily
Telegraph reported from the Angolan
capital of Luanda that the only town
held by the FNLA in northeast Angola
is Santo Antonio and that il now
appears threatened.
Angola's richest offshore oil fields
are located off Santo Antonio, south
of the oil-rich Carinda enclave. The
MPLA-cont rolled enclave is separated
from Angola by a 20-mile sliver of
Zaire.

Grid singer

Football player turned rock musician Mike Reid
speaks to interested students in the Grand Ballroom,
Union. Reid discussed both his five years with the
Cincinnati Bengals and his new writing and singing
career. (See story on page five.)

Recent amendment to SGA constitution
sparks friction on question of legality
By Rob Arkwright
Staff Reporter
Two students have charged that the
recent
amendment
to Student
Government
Association
(SGA)
constitution providing for election of
13 student senators is unconstitutional
and that the amendment was adopted
illegally. But SGA President Randall
Hathaway said the amendment is valid
and was adopted legally.
Ronald Ross, sophomore (A&S).
and Robert Mehlmg. sophomore
(B.A.), said Article IV, section A of
the SGA constitution fixes the number
of senators at eight.
A portion of Article VI of the copy
of the constitution in general
circulation states that Student Senate
or the student body, through the

initiative process, can amend any
portion of the constitution except
section A of Article IV, which was the
section amended, and certain other
sections, they said.
MI 111 .INC. AND Ross said that if
13 senajors are elected in the Feb. 5
SGA election, the entire election must
be invalidated.
SGA President Randall Hathaway
said there is a sentence omitted from
copies of the constitution now in
general circulation. He said that the
missing sentence states that Article IV
section A can be amended by Student
Senate.
The
original
copy
of the
constitution as approved by Ihe
senate. Dr. Richard Eakin, vice provost
for student affairs, and University

President Hollis Moore. Jr. contains
the sentence, he said. Hathaway
blamed a clerical error for its omission
from copies in general circulation.
Although the constitution still
needs approval by the Board of
Trustees. Hathaway said University
Vice President Richard Edwards has
assured him that the constitution is
valid if it has Dr. Moore's approval.
Section VI of the constitution also
requires approval of an amendment by
a "two-thirds vote of its full voting
membership al two successive official
meetings."
At the Nov. 12 SGA meeting, where
the amendment finally was approved,
the vote was four in favor of amending
Article IV, one against and one
abstention with one senator absent.
ROSS AND Mehling claimed that a

two-thirds affirmative vote would have
required 4.6 senators in favor. They
stated that five affirmative votes
should have been required.
Ross and Mehling claimed that a
two-thirds vote of the full voting
membership was nol achieved when
the amendment was passed, which
would
make
passage
of
the
amendment illegal.
Hathaway said that according to
Roberts Rules of Order, which guides
SGA administrative procedure, "a
two-thirds majority of full voting
membership is determined by the
number of senators present at the
meeting." He added that, according to
the rules, abstentions are not counted.
Since four out of five senators voted
for the amendment, he said, the
amendment was passed legally.
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polls losing credibility
legal aid bill vague
University students needing legal help often face serious
difficulties, especially in finding competent aid and in paying for
such legal services. The establishment of student legal service plans
for Ohio's 12 state-assisted universities is not only necessary but long
overdue.
Ohio House Bill 335 (HB335), which has passed the House of
Representatives and is pending in the Senate Finance Committee, is
an attempt to provide student group legal service plans. The bill in its
present form, however, is vague and needs to be amended to include
a wider range of options to be effective in bringing students adequate
plans.
The legal services plan, -for example, should cover only those
students who voluntarily decide to join, similar to health insurance
plans. A limit also should be placed on the rates a student can be
charged, keeping it relatively low.
Students may require legal assistance in numerous areas including
consumer protection, real estate, personal injury, workmen's
compensation, labor, taxes, traffic violations, appeals and certain
criminal cases. Without more specifics added to the proposed legal
services plan, students faced with these legal problems may
encounter confusion and expense.
The earliest the Senate Finance Committee can act on the present
HB335 is Tuesday. Before it is enacted, legislators should consider
adding more specific provisions to the bill to benefit college students.

waterlogged
By Jackie Pezdir

Jill Bevan
Nancy Stem
Deb Chornobay
IS Harmon

Guest Student Columnists
Wc have found it our duty lo
inform the student body of just how
safe their personal belongings really
arc on campus.
During Thanksgiving break a water
pipe froze and broke in the boiler
room of Founders. Our room being
right next to the boiler room got
flooded. Because nobody was in the
building except for the custodial staff,
the leak was not noticed until the
water began lo seep under the door.
By this time Ihcrc were at least four
inches of water in our room.
Fortunately, the maids in our dorm
were thoughtful enough to move as
much furniture as they could to drier
territory. But many things were still
damaged, including warped albums in
soaked covers, soggy shoes, a
waterlogged foot locker and a warped
wooden chest.
ALONG WITH THIS we returned to
smelly room which kept our friends
from visiting us for almost a week. If
this wasn't enough, almost all of our
clothes absoibed the musty smell. This
resulted in countless loads of laundry
lo give Ihcm that April fresh smell we
are all so used to.
After taking inventory wc found
that our damages totaled to more than
$100.
Our hall director was very
understanding and did her best to help
us get refunded, but it appears to be
hopeless. A letter and list of damages
was sent to Fayetta Paulsen,
coordinator of residence programs,
who sent il to Oiarles Codding, acting
director of the physical plant, to Dr.
Richard F.akin, vice provost for
student affairs, and finally to the
Treasurer and Controller, Paul Nusser.
Time should have been saved by
throwing it in the garbage as the
results would be the same.
Upon return after a joyous
Christmas vacation, we were greeted
with a quite cold letter from Treasurer
Nusser. It read as follows:
Per Student Guide and University
Bulletin we are not responsible for
personal properly on campus. Only
recourse for these individuals is I.) for
them to slop in my office. Room 315,
and file a claim with the Court of
Claims of Ohio (there is a $7.50 fee
each will have to pay) or 2.) file daim
with their insurance company for
recovery under coverage they should
be carrying.
Obviously, we were shocked and
unhappy with the reply. The next day
wc made an appointment with Mr.
Nusser Accompanied by our hall
director, we met with the man and left
with as much as we had when we went
in.
ALTHOUGH WE DID gain the
knowledge that if he ripped his suit in
his office he could not get money for
it from the University, and also that
his daughter has a house off campus.
This is a taste of Mr. Nusser's examples
in explaining the University's policy
We looked over the options given
and found that filing with the Court of
Claims of Ohio at S7.S0 each (which is
$30 alone) does not guarantee a full or
partial reimbursement and could result
in lepl expenses. Option two did not
leave much to offer as many
homeowner insurances do not cover
students not living at home. Also,

most insurance policies, as is ours, arc
$50- $100 deductible.
As it stands wc arc left with a lot of
water damaged property that nobody
seems to cover.
Now a few questions that appear to
be unanswered. How did a water pipe
freeze and break inside ihc building if
the dorms arc supposed lo be kept
heated during vacations? (If you say
they aren't healed, then maybe you
should i In nk again and have them
heated.)
Why do innocent students have lo
pay for something thai they obviously
had no control over and were not even
here al the time? What would have
happened if the flood was not noticed
until wc returned to the dorm that
Sunday and severe damages occurred?
We want to make il clear thai n is
nol the money anymore that we want.
but it has become a matter of
principle. Who is responsible lor what?
It seems that over spring break we will
have to take home everything of value
to us because you never know when
another pipe may break.
Thanks again to our hall diieclor.
Jill Kloppenburg. for her support and
to our floor maid and her friends who
helped empty our room.
Now why doesn't everyone turn lo
page 29 of their General Bulletin
(1974-1976) and way down at the
bottom of the page you'll sec a minute
article labeled "Responsibility for
Personal Effects." Do your friends a
favor and show il to ihcm. you never
know when something as unexpected
as this will happen. But now you will
know who will have to pay.

Lerrers
part of the job
This letter is directed toward the
jerk who owns the car with license
number 3041W and all the other
people who take pleasure in giving
those students who help park cars for
hockey and basketball games a hard
time.
1 was one of those chosen few who
were lucky enough (?) to be out in the
freezing cold Saturday night at the ice
arena taking money lor parking.
The club that I am a member of
happens to do this job to help earn
money to keep us going. This club,
which I am proud to say is the BGSU
rifle team and which I am proud lo say
won the league championship two
years ago (although few people arc
aware of this fact or even the fact
there is such a team) does not make
the rules concerning parking for the
games, we merely do the job as we are
told to. I wish people would stop and
remember this before they start
barking at the students, who are doing
this job.
BY NOW I should think that most
people, at least students and faculty
members, would know that only
Falcon Club members can park in the
library parking lot on the nights of
basketball games.
They should also know that it costs
a dollar (o park in the lot at the ice
arena. Those are not my rules and I
may nol even go along with them, but
they are the rules that we have lo
follow.
• So before those of you who come
out and think that by yelling and
swearing loud enough you will get a
free parking space, forget it, because
you won't. Try and be a little
considerate of the students who are
standing out in the cold for a change.

By J. F. lerHorsl
Gallup
WASHINGTON-Thanks,
and Harris. We needed that.
By coming up with contradictory
readings on the electability of
President Ford, Ronald Reagan and
Hubert Humphrey, the esteemed
pollsters are deeply chagrined and
thoroughly mystified. Proper polling
techniques, they tell us, just do not
produce such widely divergent results.
But, it seems to me, Messrs. Gallup
and Harris unintentionally have
rendered a vital public service. They
have slapped us awake to the
notorious unreliability of pre-primary
opinion sampling. And that is an act of
charity for which each should receive a
complimentary bottle of aftershave
lotion.
Dr. Gallup began it all in
mid-December by reporting the
eye-opening news that Reagan, in the
space of one month, had climbed an

incredible 31 points in Republican
favor and now topped Mr. Ford by
eight.
THAT breathtaking Reagan surge
not only delighted his conservative
followers but stunned Ford's. It also
was sufficient to convince a lot of
politicians and reporters, including this
one, that whatever the well-known
vagaries of polls taken more than half
a year before the conventions. Reagan
indeed had momentum and Ford did
not.
Then along came Lou Harris with
the survey saying that Senator
Humphrey not only was the favorite
of his party but would handily beat
Mr. Ford or Reagan by essentially
equal margins.
Three
days
later,
Gallup's
organization deduced just the opposite
in a new poll. Its latest reading shows
Mr. Ford and Reagan both with
commanding leads ovci Humphrey in
mythical runs for the presidency-and
with Mr. Ford running slightly ahead
of Reagan
The gap in the polls is the widest
that Harris and Gallup ever have
recorded. Their lasl big disagreement

occurred in
Rockefeller's
nomination.

1968 over Nelson
chances
for
the

WHAT HAPPENED THIS time?
Several things-each of them a lesson in
the wisdom of viewing early opinion
surveys with healthy skepticism.
Statistics may not lie, but they can
warp. For example, the first Gallup
poll showing Reagan leading Mr. Ford
was a reflection of the opinion of
1,078 registered voters, of which 352
reportedly were Republican.
Harris sampled the views of 950
"likely voters." While no professional
politician will say it publicly, because
the guild tends to shun finger-pointing,
some tend to see a slight "Democratic
bias" in Harris surveys. Consequently.
Republican political operatives are
inclined to think the Ford-Reagan
standings in the Harris poll to be
probably better than was shown.
Moreover, in all polls there exists
the potential for error that can erase
slim leads.
The five per cent error factor, if it

occurred in both the Gallup and Harris
samplings and was recorded in
opposite directions, would go a long
way toward explaining that 14 point
spread on the likely winner of a
presidential race.
THEN. TOO, GALLUP and Harris
conducted their polls at different
times. The two shops are debating
whether Harris, as he put it. "caught
Ford without the "halo effect' of
China." whereas the latest Gallup poll
came after the president's return from
Peking.
If you're not thoroughly confused
by now about who said what about
whom, here's the reading of Robert
Teeter, the young Detroit pollster who
conducts the surveys for the
president's campaign
In trying to figure out the big
discrepancy between Gallup and
Harris, Teeter has concluded that the
president's China trip-while ranking as
a
pretty
innocuous
journeynonetheless had a net worth of 20
points in the two polls.

Teeter believes that all opinion
surveys on Mr. Ford, including his
own, are subject to wide fluctuation
because the president has never sought
nationwide support before, still is not
well known, and lacks "a core
constituency." Consequently, he says,
"when you poll on Ford you can only
measure him against events of the
previous four or five days."
Pre-primary polls have a bad
reputation for accuracy. Four years
ago Senator George McGovern rated
only six points in the Gallup poll for
the 1972 Democratic nomination.
Twelve years ago Richard Nixon-not
Barry Goldwater-was the front runner
for the 1964 GOP nod Sixteen years
ago the polls had Adlai Stevenson
leading John Kennedy for the I960
race.
So the current Gallup-Harris gap
should remind the news media, as
Burns Roper wrote in the "Columbia
Journalism Review." to "beware of
the 'pols' bearing polls." And that goes
for the public, too. Lou and
George-thanks again.

"HANDS OFF,SWEETHEART-1% CIA!'

kennedy story revealed
WASHINGTON - Janis Joplin.
John and Robert Kennedy, Jimi
llendrix. they have killed our heroes,
we've none left, you may hear young
people say. Some include Martin
Luther King's name, the only one on
the list of whom il can be rightly said
he died for something.
Joplin
and
llendrix
wasted
themselves, but the tragedy we.see in
their deaths is the projection back on
ourselves of a certain furious sadness.
If we insist in our half-formed
thoughts that they gave up their lives
for a definite purpose that we cannot
articulate, it may only mean that in a
generation we have moved from a

Most people at Saturday night's
(Jan. 13) hockey game had their dollar
ready for us and it speeded things up
considerably. Their consideration was
well appreciated and I would
personally like to thank them.
Then
there's
always
the
inconsiderate oddball like the one
mentioned earlier who had the nerve
to sit there and cuss and swear at me
while cars were lined up far behind
him. It was obvious that he had been
drinking but that doesn't excuse his
behavior. I'm standing there freezing
my hands and feet off. and he's got
the nerve to swear at me!
Well mister, in regard to your
question: Who gives me the...right to
charge
a...dollar
to
park
in
the...parking
lot?
My
answer:
The...University.
Stephanie Masek
Co-captain, BGSU rifle team
1470 Clough St. F4

fine too low
This letter is in answer to i
complaint by Steven Wurth. Mr. Wurth
claims $10 is too excessive a fine for a
mere parking ticket. He also claims
that it is more than manv speeders pay
for violations. He conceded he was in
the wrong only the amount was
unfair.
Mr. Wurth. I will concede that you
were not only wrong, but also blind
and misinformed.
The average speeding ticket is from
$20-$30, believe me. Also, in case you
haven't noticed, there it a severe
parking shortage in BG and at the
University. This is due to the
administration, who will sacrifice acres
of land for any stupid kind of building
they please, but refuse to put up
enough room for automobiles.
While this is regretable, it does exist

"Rebel Without a Cause" to a martyr
without one.
The
brothers
Kennedy
have
tranrverscd a parallel course in their
posthumous life among us.
THE DEAD president is thought lo
have been martyred, though, like Janis
Joplin who oh-decd by accident, it is
hard to say for what it was he
sacrificed his life.
The myth has grown up that it was
lor the black man. the poor man, the
miserables of the earth. The record
suggests his interest in them didn't
extend beyond his conning them out
of their votes.

and is multiplied by idiots like you
who dump iliou pile of lin wherever
they please and go merrily about their
way. I can't even park in the lot for
my apartment complex because of
commuter space raiders. I sincerely
hope parking services fines you to
bankruptcy and tows your car away
and burns it.
Dan Martin
519 Ridge No.5

priorities
It is unlortunate that the BG
student body will be unable to enjoy
the many talents of Joni Mitchell in
concert this quarter.
The athletic department is entirely
to blame for the cancellation of the
concert. In spite of what may be a
popular opinion, athletics is not the
primary interest of all BG students.
I'm sure that those students who may
have a badminton or volleyball dass
on the scheduled concert night, would
be willing to sacrifice this highly
educational experience for an evening
of really fine music.
It is not often that the opportunity
to have such a fine performer as Joni
Mitchell on this campus presents itself.
The athletic department must be
made aware of the fact that sacrifices
must be made to accommodate the
interests of a wide range of students. If
the athletic department continues to
take the same position in regard to
concerts, immediate action must be
taken. Pressure should be brought to
bear upon the athletic department by
the student body. It is an outrage that
the Joni Mitchell concert was
cancelled because of athletic priorities.
Neil Daniels
225 Bromfield
Skip Laisure
340 Kohl

The legend of John Kennedy as
murdered hero began before he was
cold in the ground with Bill Mauldin's
famous cartoon of the Lincoln
Memorial statue leaning forward and
holding its head in grief.
Then it comes oui thai John
Kennedy and Sam a.'k/a Moony or
Momo Giancana shared the pleasure of
friendship with the same popsie.
EXACTLY WHAT the connection
between the chick, the political
overlord and the gangster overlord was
has taken shape so slowly and so
incompletely thai Bill Satire, the New
York Times columnist, suggested that
Senator Frank Church and his select
committee, which has custody of the
information, arc hiding what should
not be hidden.
Why should Church do that? A
partisan inclination to keep the coffin
lid shut so that we may believe in dead
Democrats? Or a dread at what may go
on in people's heads when they find
out they have no heroes alive or dead''
Church may have nude the decision
the lie must be preserved, not for,
votes, not for party advantage, bul
because he's scared we can't take it if
we're told whatever the hell went on
with the Kennedys.
Can we take not knowing? It was
always whispered that Kennedy's old
man had gangster connections. And
the son? Was he President or Hoodlum
Prince? The question is out: Did
Kennedy have the dignity of dying the
victim of a madman or a political
assassin or was Dallas just another
gangland slaying?
THE
INVESTIGATIONS
in
Washington make less and less sense.
It's not just that Satire is obviously
right that they're protecting Kennedy
and that dangerous thug of a little
brother with his Heinrich Himmler
tendencies.
They're
making it
impossible for us to grasp the
magnitue and scope and texture of
what went on.
Instead, they're feeding us J. Edgar
Hoover. Hoover did it all. Hoover was
the one. Sandblast his name off the
new FBI building.
Lord, there's less and less evidence
that the FBI, the IRS, the NSA or CIA
was out of control, so tell us what was

going on. Tell us the story of Camclot
without the Let's Pretend.
While Jackie was collecting antiques
for the While House and posing wilh
them for the women's magazines, what
were Jack and the mob doing''
Tell us. ail you folks who've written
so many, many books about those
golden 1.000 days when you all
swarmed oui of Harvard. Madison
Avenue and Stamford. Connecticut lo
electrify us with your good taste.
Tell us again, please, but now pul in
about ihe gangsters and whatever else
was corrupt, ruthless, cruel and illegal
but which really happened No more
Camelot please.
In return, we will not take J. Edgar
Hoover's name off his building. Nor
John Kennedy's name off the airport
or everything else that is named after
him. Nor should we. These are men to
remember.
let's name a bridge after Moony
Giancana and take Jefferson and
Lincoln out "of their memorials and
replace them with the figures of
gangsters and their ladies
Henceforth, we'll know what it
means when they name a building
after somebody. As for heroes, we can
use older ones, or make our own. In
the meantime. Joplin can sing, and
Hendrix. you play that ax.
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SGA tables diverse proposals
By Rob Ark wright
Staff Reporter
A proposal that would
mak*
Union
Activities
Organization
(UAO)
directors at-large ex-officio
members
of
Student
Government
Association
(SGA) was submitted for
Student
Senate
consideration at Wednesday
night's SGA meeting.
Although the directors
at-large would not have a
vote in SGA, Director
at-large Darryl Rolandelli
said the proposal should be
adopted for communication
purposes since UAO and
SGA plan most campus
activities.

Workm
"' '"*'»" » cable in the ground of the new Alumni Center. Despite the
weather, the work is going on as scheduled. (Newsphoto by Mindv Milligan)

Wl'ntor VUt\wlf
Twill ICr I TV VaT i%

newsnotes
Violence
LAKE CHARLES. La. (AP) - About 100 men
stormed a labor-troubled construction site yesterday and
one man was shot la death in the outburst of violence
that followed, police said. Eive other persons were
injured.
The dead man was idcntiticd as Joe Hooper. 26. an
employe of Payne & Keller Construction Co., Inc. The
firm is building an ammonia plant for the Jupiter
Chemical Co.
IjBove said Hooper was shot down when a group of
armed men rode a heavy fork lift ihrough the gates at
the sue and about 100 men poured through the gap.

Beirut
BEIRUT. Lebanon (API - Fighting in Beirut and a
score of other points across lehanon took at least 87
lives yesterday, bringing new calls for outside mediation
to end the nine-month-old civil war between Moslem and
Christian factions,
Police said Christian gunmen kidnaped and murdered
two Moslem soldiers at the mountain resort of Baalbeck.
Moslems reacted b> kidnaping six Christian civilians, all
believed murdered, police said.

Police wages
CINCINNATI (AP) -• Cincinnati's Fraternal Order of
Police was scheduled to vole last night on whether to
accept the city's final wage proposal which is lower than
that being sought by police negotiators.
The FOP executive board decided to send the
contract proposal, which covers the city's 1.175 police
Officers, to the general membership of without
recommendation
The police arc the last of three unions who were
negotiating new contracts with the city. The fire fighters
and nonuniloimed employes both agreed to contract
terms earlier this month

HUDSON'S SPIRIT OF TB

Rolandelli stressed (hat
SGA and UAO would
remain
totally
separate
organizations.
Director at-laige Paul
Addessi said the proposal
would allow for more
efficient programming by
both organizations. Flection

Peron shuffles cabinet ministers
BUENOS
AIRES.
Argentina (AP) - President
Isabel Peron removed four
moderate ministers from her
eight-man cabinet yesterday
in a nxive widely expected
10 give her embattled
government
a
distinct
rightwing.
party-oriented
tone.
An official announcement stated she accepted
the resignation of Interior
Misister Angel Robledo. 59,
considered
a
key
moderating
force
who
counseled open dialogue
with non-Peronisl leaders.
SHE
ALSO diopped
Foreign Minister Manuel
Araui
Castex.
Justice
Minister Ernesto Corvalan
Nanclares and
Defense
Minister Thomas Vottera.
The shuffle brought to 55
the number of top-level
replacements since
the
Peronists returned to power
in May 1973.
Robledo was named In

September the fifth interior
minister since Peron became
president after the July
I')7J death of her husband.
Juan Peron
Some
conservative
Peronisis accused Robledo
several months ago of
pushing a campaign to
persuade Peron io resign oi
take an extended leave.
HE HAS argued since
then against proposals such
as a federal takeover of
Buenos Aues Province. The
pi ovHue's
governor,
maverick Peronist Victorio
Calahio. has challenged
Peron.

minister and temporarily
defense minister.
Dcluva
had
recommended
as a
federal
prosecutor (hat Peron be
cleared in a scandal over a
$700,000 check drawn on a
charily fund and deposited
In her account. The case was
dropped recently as he had
proposed.
EDUCATION
Minister
Pedro
Ar right
was
Confirmed in his post and
named
acting
loreighn
minister. Othci ministers
staying on were Antonio
Cafiero of economy. Anibal

Demarco of social welfare
and Carlos
labor.

Ruckauf

Robledo was replaced by
a
veteran
Peronlsl
economist, Roberto Arcs.
president of the ■late-run
Bank of the Argentine
Nation

of

Most analysis agreed the
changes gave Peron mote
breathing room, hut added
thai if the new cabinet did
not at least appeal to be
* grrverm'ng'"""deeisivclY. the
44-yeai-old president could
.M*
lose Deheza, a hard-line
again be under heavy
nationalist lawyer from
pressure to resign.
Cordoba, was made justice

Army ROTC.
Its more than $100
a month.
Molt y mum m«n «mj women don't participate !n Army
ROTC lust (or tha (100 a month they wrn during thtlr
l«st two years of college.
it probably Isn't even the convenience ot earning a
degree and a commission at tne same time, or serving their
country as an Army officer.
The real reason is what Army ROTC leadership
development will do for them In any career they choose.
This is hard for young men and women to realize until
it happens. This Is why we nope that you win consider
Army ROTC and the Military Science Program at Bowling
Green State University.
During
the
Winter Quarter the Military Science
Department will offer three sections ot MS 102 and a
special section of MS 101. So, In case you missed us
during the Fall Quarter its still not too late to LULTLtftjaJ
It Tateei to Lead In Army ROTC.

procedures for directors
at-large would not change
because they are elected at
the same time as other SGA
officers and senators, he
said.
STUDENT
SENATE
postponed a vote on the
issue until more senators
could be present. Four out
of seven senators were
present at the meeting,

handicapped students at the
University.
THE GRANT comes to a
total of $500,000 and will
be awarded in two parts,
$:50.000 this month and
$:50.000 in June.
Gamclha also said that
the Architectural Barriers
Committee (ABC) has been
in contact with the Ohio
Bureau
of
Vocational
Rehabilitation for other
possible grants

Senate also postponed
approval
of
Senator
designate James Slu?cwski
An ABC subcommittee is
until more senators could be exploring the possibility of
present. . If
approved.
labeling classrooms and
Slu/cwski
will
replace elevators with tactile signs
Senator Virginia McGot, 10 assist blind Students, she
who is completing an
said
laclUe signs have
internship in Washington,
raised letters ot numbers so
DC. this quarter.
they can he read easil) In
Slu/cwski presented I ■ blind students
senate districting plan which
would
establish
10
Camellia reported thai
on-campus senate districts she is working on another
and
three
off-campus
subcommittee investigating
districts determined by
the feasibility of removing
geography and population.
existing barriers in Proui
He said he will submit the
Hall and MacDonald and
proposal for consideration
Kreischei Quails.
at the next meeting.
She said that although
Student Senator Mary
the dormitories are already
Camellia announced llial
se m i -a c c essible,
the
the University might be
s u b C o in m i I t e e
is
eligible for part of an Ohio
investigating
which
Board of Regents (OHJjt) dormitories
can
be
grant
to
remove improved luithei at the
architectural barriers to lowest coil

SENATOR
Ronald
Nickey
said
he
is
formulating a questionnaire
foe captains of intramural
basketball
teams
and
individuals
playing
intramural
handball
concerning how much time
University students spend in
intramurals.
Coordinator of Academic
Allans Mat) Helen Framme
announced that SGA will be
organizing a student forum
for Faculty Senate.
Vice President
David
Crowl reported that Senator
Timothy
McGee
is
compiling the results of a
survey measuring student
opinion concerning ihe ice
skating nnk across from
Conkhn Hall. Crowl said Ihe
early consensus seems lo be
that
students
favor
transforming (he rink into a
tennis court during warm
weather.
Senator Mary Foltt said
that she again will begin
work on a project that
would provide on-campus
mailboxes for off-campus
students. She said the recent
postal increase has made the
project feasible because Ihe
University can save up lo
$1 5.000 a year if mailboxes
are i .stalled

Nursing school accredited
Di. Balogh said that accreditation was a
reflection of the competence of a highly
The accreditation of the University's qualified faculty and ihe excellence of the
School of Nursing by the National I eague nursing program itself.
The piogram was introduced in l*>7l by
for Nursing (NLN). "put the icing on the
cake." toi the school, according 10 Or l)r Ruth Kelly, now director of ihe School
Joseph Balogh, dean of the College of Health of Nursing, and utilizes Inter-university
cooperation between three instituiions-the
and Community Services
Accreditation by NLN, a national Medical College of Ohio at Toledo (MCOT).
organization interested in improving musing Ihe University of Toledo (TU) and this
services, will benefit the University's School university.
of Nursing in many ways. Dr. Balogh said.
Dr. Kelly said that the cooperative
It allows graduates lo be admitted to program is beneficial because the student
graduate school and to seek employment in can receive specialized nursing instruction at
the armed forces. U.S. Veterans' Hospitals MCOT while participating in regular
and many public heallh nursing agencies.
University life.
Dr. Balogh said thai accreditation may stir
IN
ADDITION. Dr
Balogh said interest in Ihe school, hut increases in the
accreditation gives the School of Nursing nursing population would be made only on
academic prestige. He said that he believes the availahiliiy of clinical slots.
"We will not water down our excellent
the program to be "on par with any in the
educational services." he said.
country."
By Cindv Leise

Radio Shack
REALISTIC RECEIVERS...
FOR THE MUSIC-MINDED
YOUR CHOICE

95

129

For further Information on the Army ROTC program
contact the Military Science Department at 372-2477 or
stop in and see Captain Tom Whippie in Room 157 of
Memorial Hall.
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SENSATIONAL 43% DISCOUNT ON
AM-FM 2/4 CHANNEL RECEIVER!

OUR MOST POPULAR AM-FM
STEREO RECEIVER AT 35% OFF!

A dual performer1 Our QTA-720 delivers
superb stereo and opens Ihe world of
4-channel when you add a second pair of
speakers Exclusive Glide-Path"
volume/balance controls tape inputs/
outputs tuning meter and much more
A terrific audio value1 Reg 229 95

Music lovers appreciate our STA-47 with
such outstanding features as main/remote
speaker switch, tape inputs/outputs with
monitor, magnetic phono input Plus
4-speaker capability, tuning meter,
headphone jack An ideal receiver at a great
low price1 Reg 199 95

BOWLING GREEN

DORSET'S DRUGS, INC
111 Railroad Street
352-1693

STADIUM PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
1616E. WOOSTER
Army ROTC

g A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY

PRICES MAY VARY AI INDWOUAl STORES
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STATEMENT OF UNIVERSITY POLICY
(REGARDING THE FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS
AND PRIVACY ACT OF 1974)
Introduction
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 became effective
November 19, 1974. This Act provides access for students to information about
themselves, permits students to challenge such information about themselves,
and limits the release of such Information about students without the student's
explicit consent.

State University has developed an Interim policy governing the inspection,
review, and release of information contained in a student's educational record.
This policy is based upon proposed guidelines issued by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare will develop final guidelines for implementing this legislation. However, until such time as the final
guidelines arc available each institution must make individual and independent
policy decisions in response to the legislation. Accordingly, Bowling Green

Students are hereby notified that they may inspect this policy upon reguest
at the Office of the Coordinator of Student Services. Room 450. Student Services
Building. Students have the right to file a complaint with the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare regardina poss-b'.c violations of the statute.

UNIVERSITY INTERIM POLICY ON STUDENT RECORDS
f. STUDENT RECORDS
A. Inspect and Review Records
Students attending Bowling Green SUte University hive the right to
Inspect and review official records, files, and data directly related
to themselves. Including materials Incorporated Into each student's
educational records In accordance with the University Policy on Student
Records, excepting that students will not have access to certain
educational records as stipulated In Section I C. Students shall be
provided with a notification of the types of educational records which
are maintained by Bowling Green State University and the name (s)
of those officials who maintain control over such records.

1.

a.

The request should be made to the chief administrator or his/
her deslgnee (s) o' the department in which the records are on
file.
A request must specify those records to be Inspected and
reviewed.

b.
?.

A person who has obtained matriculation status at Bowllnq Green State
University Is for the purpose of this policy considered to be a student
with access to his/her educational record under /he conditions
provided below.

Records will be inspected and reviewed by the student In the
presence of the chief administrator or his/her deslgnee (s) of
the department in which the records are on file.

A student may request. In writing, the opportunity to Inspect and
review his/her educational record.

a.
b.

A request by a student to inspect aw. review his/her educational
records will be qranted within a reasonable period of time, but
such time Is not to exceed forty-five days after the request has
been made.

c.

d.

B. Hearing to Challenge Content off Records
Students shall have an opportunity for a hearing to challenge the
content of their educational records, to insure that such records are
not Inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of the privacy
or other rights of students, and to nrovldp an opportunity for the
correction or deletion of any such Inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise
inappropriate data contained therein.
I,

3)
2.

A student may request. In writing, an opportunity for a hearing
to challenge the content of his/her educational record.

b.

a.

c.

b.

I)
21

e.
f.
u-

Hearing Procedures
a.

A request for the hearing should be made to the President or
his deslgnee (s).
A request for the hearlnq must:

State the remedy souqht; i.e., the correction or deletion of
the information challenged.

The hearing will be conducted by the designer (s> of the President,
but In no case shall the hearinq oflicer have a direct Interest
In the outcome of the hearinq.
The hearing will be granted within ten working days after receipt
of the written request fur a hearliH
The chief administrator or h1s/h<T drslgnee (s) responsible for
the educational record under challenge shall represent that record
In the hearing.
Prior to the hearing, the hearing officer shall notify the
student and the chief administrator or his/her deslgnee (s) (that
person representing the record) of the time, place, and date of
the hearing and of the specific portion (s) of the student's
educational record to be challenged In the hearing.

d.

Identify In specific terms the portion (s) of the educational
record to be challenged;
State the reason (s) for challenging the portion (s) ot the
educational record so identified; and

h.
i.
j.

Records may not be chanqed or deleted during the process of
inspection and review.
The student shall be entitled to a response to a reasonable
request for explanations and Interpretations of his/her
educational record.
Upon written request, the student shall be provided with a
copy of his/her educational record at a cost not to exceed the
actual cost to the institution of reproducing such records,
institution of reproducing such records.
The student shall be advised of his/her rlnht to a hearing to
challenge any portion (s) of his/her educational record.

lhe hearing shall be limited to a consideration of that specific
portion (s)
educational rriuru
record BTIPU
being inn
challenged.
.-, of
- the
.1. student's
»»m.cMh » rw..iiv"*i
I ler
The student euv
K- an
*n advisor
><t„i<«-- nt
*.4< -»,«. choice,
rh„,.may h*
be asiUttvi
assisted by
of his/her
The student and Institution official representing the educational
record have the rlqht to present evidence and witnesses directly
related to that portion (s) of the educational record beinq
challenged,
The hearinq officer shall keep a record of the hearlnq
The hearing officer must provide the student with a written
notification of the disposition of the challcnqe Including the
reason (s) for the disposition,
Remedies
1)
?)
3)

The record may stand.
The record may be corrected.
The record may bo deleted.

C. Records Not Subject to Inspection and Review
Tht following records »rt not subject to Inspection and review.
1.
1.
3.

4.

Financial Records of the parents of the student or any Information
contained therein;
Confidential letters and statements of reccvnmendetlon, which were
placed In the educational records prior to January I, 1975;
Records for which the student has signed a waiver of Access (I.e.,
confidential recommendations) a) with respect to admission to any
educational agency or Institution, b) with respect to any application for employment, and c) with respect to the receipt of an honor
or honorary recognition;
Records of Instructional, supervisory, and administrative personnel
ancillary thereto which are In the sole possession of the maker
thereof and which are not accessible or revealed to any other
person except a substitute;

5.

Records and documents maintained by University Police provided:
«.
b.
c.
d.

n.

in that person's capacity as an enolnyep and are not availaole for
use for any other purpose;
Records created or maintained by a physl'-i.in. psychiatrist, psychologist or other recoqntred professional or i»r..professional actlnq In
his professional or paraprofesslonal Capacity, or asslstlnq In that
capacity, and which are created, maintained, or used only in
connection with the provision of treatment to the student, and are
not available to anyone other than persons providing such treatment;
provided, however, that such records can be personally reviewed by
• ohvslcian or other appropriate professional of the student's choice.

Personnel of University Police do not have access to educational
records (other than directory information) without the written
consent of the student;
The records and documents of University Police are kept apart from
the educational record;
The records arc maintained solely for law enforcement purposes;
and
The records ire not made available to persons other than law
enforcement officials of the same jurisdiction.

Records of a person who is employed by the Institution, but who Is
not In attendance, where such records are rude and maintained in the
normal course of business and which relate eirluslvely to such persons

D. Release of Educational Records or Personally Identifiable Information
1.

Information released with student's consent.

awards received, and the mtv.t rectffl previous educational aqency
or institution attended by the •' .t'-ni) after public notice 1s
qlven of the categories of inform1 i-n to he released and the
student is qlven a reasonable (>,••
A of time to Inform the
institution that such Informal•/u'rt not he released without
the student's prior consent.
(

A student's educational record or personally Identifiable Information
contained therein shall not be released without the student's written
consent except as provided In section I D ?.
a.
b.

C.
d.

2.

Consent shall be given by the student 1n writing and be signed
and dated by the person giving such consent.
The written consent shall Include:
1) The specific records to be released;
2) The reason (s) for such release; and
3) The names of parties to whom such records will be released.
A copy of the records to be released will be provided to the
student upon request,
Information released shall Include a written statement that the
party to whom the information 1s released shall not permit
another party to have access to such Information without the
consent of the student.

To other school officials. Including teachers within the educational
Institution who have legitimate educational interests.
To officials of other schools in which the student seeks or Intends
to enroll, provided the student is Informed of the record transfer,
receives a copy of the record if desired, and has an opportunity
to challenge the contents of the record.
To authorized representstives ut the Comptroller General of the
United States, the Secretary ot Health, education, and Welfare,
the Commissioner, the Director of the National Institute of
Education, the Assistant Secretary for ftucatipn. or state educational
authorities under certain conditions.
In connection with a student's application for. or receipt of.
financial aid.
To state and local officials or authorities to whom such information
Is specifically required to be reported or disclosed pursuant to
the Ohio Revised Code adopted prior to November n. 1974.
To organizations conductlnq studies for, or on behalf of,
educational agencies or institutions for the purpose of developing,
validating, or administering predictive tests, administering
student aid programs, and Improving instruction, if such studies
are conducted in such a manner as will not permit the personal
Identification of students and their parents by persons other
than representatives of such organisations and such information
will be destroyed when no longer nee-led for the purpose for which
1t Is conducted.

Release of Educational Records or Personally Identifiable Information
Without a Student'i Consent
Educational records or personally identifiable Information may be
released without the student's written consent under the following
circumstances only:
a.

Directory Information (student's name, address, telephone listing
date and place of birth, major field of study, participation in
officially recognized activities and sports, weight and heiqht
of members of athletic teams, date1, of attendance, deorees and

h.
1.

3.

To accrediting organizations
functions.
In connection with an emergency,
advised if the knowledge of such
protect the health and safety of

inter to carry out their accrediting
appropriate persons may be
Information Is necessary to
the student or other persons.

j.

In compliance with Judicial order or pursuant to any lawfully
Issued subpoena, uoon condition that the student Is notified of
all such orders or subpoenas In advance of the compliance
therewith.

k.

Parents of a dependent student of such parents, as defined
in section 15? of the Internal Revenue Code of 1054.

Record of Information Released
Each division and/or department shall maintain a record, Vept
with the educational records of each student, which will indicate
all parties, other than officials of the Institution, which have
requested or obtained access to a student's educational record
maintained by the division and/or department. Such records will
Indicate specifically the legitimate Interest that each party has
In obtaining this information, iuch records of access shall be
available onlv to the student, to the Institutional official
responsible for the custody of such records or his/her assistant,
and to other persons authorized by law.

4.

The University retains the rloht to review all requests for the
release of Information and to deny tho release of such Information
to persons other than the student except when required to do so
by law, a Judicial order or a subpoena.

E. Waiver of the Right to Access to Certain Educational Records
A student or a person aoplytne 'or iJMlsslon may waiver his/her
right to access to confidential sm*«MtS described In section
IE?, except that such waiver shj'l apoly to recommendations
only If a) the student is. upon i >nest. notified of the names
of all persons making conflenttal r ommendations and b) such

recommendations trf used solely '•• the purpose for which thev
were specifically intended. Sut-h waivers may not he required as a
condition for admission to. receioi of financial aid from, or
receipt of any other services or benefits from Bowling '".reen
State University.

2.

The student may. under section t 1, waiver his/her right of access
to confidential recommendationsa.
b.
c.

Respecting admission to any educational agency or Institution;
Respecting an application for employment: and
Respecting the receiot of an honor or honorary recognition.

Disciplinary records may be maintained for as long as five
(5) years after clear departure from the University.
The academic record may be retained indefinitely subject
to the limitations on dlsclosj--e previously stated.
financial records may be maintained so long as any obligation
to the university continues.
Medical, psychiatric, and counseling records may be retained
indefinitely subject to the 1ifcttations on disclosures
previously stated.
Records of co-currlcular activities may be retained for five (5)
years after final departure from the University.
Placement records may be retained Indefinitely subject to the
limitations on disclosures previously stated.

F. Maintenance of Records
1.

Separate official files shall be maintained as follows:
••

*c***"1c records, supporting documents, and general educational

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Records of disciplinary proceedings.
Nodical, osvchlatrlc and counseling reports;
Financial Records;
Employment Pecords;
Placement Records.

?.

Records such as qrade books, advising, files, recommendations,
and counselinq notes may be kept by members of the faculty and
administrative staff.

a.

3.

Expulsion may be recorded on a student's permanent academic
record to reflect a severing of the academic career. Records
of any student disciplinary action may be maintained only in
the files of the Director of Standards and Procedures and the
appropriate judicial body. Such records may be maintained for
five (5) years after clear discontinuation from the University
at which tine such records shall be closed.

c.

4.

No student record shall be preserved beyond graduation or other
final departure from the University except as follows:

b.

d.
e.
f.

NOTICE! REFERENCE SECTION D, 2, a OF THE POLICY ON STUDENT RECORDS
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 and the guidelines
of the Department of Health, Educational, and Welfare provides that an
educational institution may release directory information (public
information) without a student's written consent (Section D, 2, a).
However, each student is to be given an opportunity to inform the
institution that such information should not be released without the
student's prior consent. If you wish to exercise your rights under
Section D, 2, a of this policy, you may do so by reporting to the Office
of the Coordinator of Student Services, Student Services Building,
Room 450, and completing the necessary form by February 1. 1976.
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Reid raps about music career
By Mary Zitdlo
Stiff Reporter
In a relaxed and informal atmosphere, Mike Reid.
professional football player turned musician, yesterday
talked before a small gathering in the Grand Ballroom.
Union, about his football years, his music and his life
today.
Reid. wearing a red flannel shirt and moccasins and
sitting on a large storage trunk, told the group it was hard
to talk about his quitting football to pursue a music career
because "I just don't know how important it is and how
important the revelations of it will be."
The ex-griddei said he enjoyed the five years he played in
the National Football League (NFL) with the Cincinnati
Bengals and that he believes he was somewhai successful
there.
"BUT I'VE ALWAYS played music since I was a kid." he
said, adding quickly. "God. this sounds awful so far." in
referring lo the rap session atmosphere which he said made
him sound like someone on "This is Your Life."
When Ihe laughter subsided, the Penn State University
all-American said that he suddenly did not decide to quit
football, bul lhat there were certain things thai prompted
ins decision.
"The direction that the league was going combined with
m> own thoughts were some of the reasons," he said. "I
fell il was silly lo continue for the money. I didn't have to
worry about security because I'm not married. The only
reason foi money is lo buy freedom and time to do what
> on want."
Reid said he used to get a kick out of the players who
■aid they were not going lo cat for three days before the
game so thai ihey would be meaner.

local briefs

"SURE, THERE'S a cert nn amount of psyching you had
to do for a game, but the last thing I wanted lo to do is gel
hurt and hurl anyone else.' he said. "I don'l hate anyone.
The only people I ever hand were the sports writers. No. I
didn't mean thai." he quipped.
Reid said some of his goals in his musical career are lo
gel his group to sound as good as il can, improve himself as
a songwirter and gel a recording company interested in the
group's original songs.
"Recording a record is the mining point for any group,
especilly when you're just starling out." he said. "Righl
now ihcrc's nothing lor ihe audience lo base us on. We just
hope they come through the doors to hear us and thai
they're receptive."
Reid said the group has played mostly in nightclubs since
its formation in April.
"WHEN YOU'RE stalling out. there are such emotional
peaks and valleys." he said. "You go from palaces to
toilets."
At this point Reid was asked lo pul a microphone
around his neck so he could be recorded for a videotape
While obliging he quipped. "I feel few of you know Paul
Blown is an activist mcmhci Ol the Communist party." and
"Gee. if I would have known you were going to do this I
would have worn my good shirt."
Asked who he thought were the lop football coaches
today, he said. "1 think (Chuck) Noll and (Don) Shula.
They arc in a class by themselves. However. I'd love to see
Dallas win that game (Superbowl)."
Reid said he has acquired more responsibility as a
musician than as a football player, which he said onl)
required him being on time to play, getting ready for a
game and wearing a tie
Reid performed last night in the Grand Ballroom. I moil.

SDX meeting
A reorganization meeting of The Society of
Professional Journalists. Sigma Delta Chi (SDX). will be
at 7 p.m. Sunday in the journalism school office. 104
University Hall.
New officers hopefully will be elected, committees
will be formed and membership matters will be
discussed Ml old and new members are invited lo
.mend

Italian films
An Italian film. Ilic Red Desert, will be the first in a
foreign film series shown at the University,
The films, sponsored by the department of romance
languages, will be shown free of charge at 7 p.m. and 9
p.m. each Friday in I0S Manna Hall.

Miss Ohio

In a relaxed atmosphere in Ihe Grand Ballroom,
Union, singer Mike Reid comments on his new career
in show business. (Newsphoto by Mindv Milligan)

some questions for which
the rule book has no
answers.

News analysis
By Mark Behlert
When a student registers
his
car
with
Parking
Services, he is given a copy
of the University's Motor
Vehicle and Bicycle Regulations.
This
booklet
informs him of the parking
rules. However, there arc

In
some
instances,
common sense must he
used
An
excellent
illustration of this is when a
student unfortunately finds
himself with a disabled
vehicle.
For example, a Student's
cat which has been parked

in a faculty lot dining the
weekend, is stranded there
with a dead battery on
Monday
morning.
In
addition
lo
finding a
method ol gelling Ins cai
started again, he mutt gel in
touch wnh Parking Services
so that the metet maid*- can
be warned of the en's
location and trouble,
I Saving a note on the car
is not the propel method of
notification, and that by
itself will not be sufficient
10 avoid a ticket.

Contacting
Parking
Seivices only reduces the
possibility of receiving .1
ticket. Sevei.il cases were
heard
by
Student
Traffic Conn fall quarter >n
which Parking Services was
informed ol the problem
and
the
itudeni
still
received the "littic yellow
slip." Hut If the student
makes an effort lo contact
the
piopci
source,
he
usually will be found quilty
with no line.
One
situation
which

House members vote down bill
giving counties self-government
-. C O L U M B U S .
(API - House
members
voted down yetterda) ■
resolution that would have
grained implied powers of
self-government to Ohio's
88 counties,
The
proposed
constitutional amendment
received a 57-36 favorable
vote. Bui 60 votes are
■equued for the three -filths
majority
lo
qualify
a
constitutional issue foi the
ballot
Rep.
Kenneth
Cox,
(D-Barberton)
said
his
resolution was an altempl
"to relieve counties of the
constant
need
lo
get
General InemU) action to
deal
with
simple local
pioblcms. or complicated
ones foi that matter."
UNDER AN 1X57 Ohio
Supreme Com I decision,
county
and
township
governments have only as
much
self ruV as is
specifically granted by the

steooes

General Assembly.
Il
was
the
conflict
between
county
and
township
interests
lhat
spelled defeat for Cox's

measure.
Rep
Richard
Finan
(R-Cincinnati) argued that
"townships are going lo be
frozen in the status quo
forever" if the county
self-rule plan is written into
the constitution. "At very
worst." he added, "this
amendment could be an
abolition
of
township
government."
Cox did not include
townships in his local powers
resolution because he said
he feared a "proliferation"
of new levels of local
governments would result.
The former Barberton
mayor said he was seriously
considering bunging the
resolution
up
for
reconsideration when the
House returns to session
next week.

SIX MEMBERS were
absent from the Thursday
vote.
"A very important key
was the constituencies many
representatives
have
in

nuinhei of votes cast in the
preceding
gubernatorial
election. Thai figure was
.l()7.0.t0in I<>74.

townships," he said

would also allow petitions
lo carry captions rather
than an entire explanation
ol the pioposal.
Il would move up the
deadline lot submission of
signatures IO the Secretary
of State from ''0 days to
120
days
before
the
election.

Neither
piece
of
legislation would give local
government any new taxing
authority
or
allow
municipal cny ordinances to
be superseded.
The House approved 8°-l
another
proposed
constitutional amendment
rcming procedures for the
gathering of petitions tor
ballot issues
The resolution, sponsored
by Rep William O'Neill
( R -Columbus)
would
establish a flat 250.000
signaluies
as
the
requirement for an initiative
petition
to
place
a
constitutional amendment
on the ballot
The current minimum is
10 per cent of the total

'1.25-ALL SEATS-^.25

THE O'NEILL resolution

Religious rap
11 James llacik will lecture on "Stories of the Gods"
al 7.15 p.m. Sunday in ihe Si. Humus More University
Parish Chapel, 425 Thurslin Si Questions and discussion
will follow the lecture;, which is free and open lo the
public

30 MINUTE DELIVERY
PUTS US AHEAD
OF OUR COMPETITION

A psycho-dramatic
film from Columbia Pictures.
.c-Italor.* ._!',,.!„.,.

FRIDAY-SATURDAY MIDNIGHT SHOW

NOW PLAYING
EVE. AT 7.15-9:30
SAT. MAT. 2:00
SUN. MAT. 2:00-4:15

GENE
HACKMAN
FRENCH
CONNECTION

SHOW 12:00

Every MOTHER Every FATHER Every DAUGHTER Every SON
MUST SEE TEENA6E SEX REPORTI

•os

'3.00

Geology talk
A geology biown bag talk will he at noon today in 70
Overman Hall. Dr. Charles Rich, professor of geology,
will speak on "tilacial (ieology in Antarctica" or "Ice on
ihe Rocks."

THE NIGHT
CALLER

PHONE 352 9344

Precision Cm
and style

Life saving
The Toledo Catholic Club is sponsoring classes in
advanced hlesavingand water safety instruction.
Advanced lilesaving classes will begin Feb. 11 and
meet Wednesdays for 10 weeks Walei safely instruction
.lasses will begin Feb. *> and meel Mondays for 10
necks
Foi further information, contact the Catholic Club at
24.t-7255

NOW PLAYING
EVE. AT 7:15-9:15
SAT. MAT. 2:00
SUN. MAT. 2:00 .3:45 - 5:30

CINEMA II

OPENS 11:30

snow is no excuse for
parking in ,i reserved ipace.
In such cases I r.itiic Court
will find ihe accused gmliy
The newest parking signs
on campus are those which
re.ul
"Reserved
foi
Handicapped Only" rherc
has been a misundorstanding
of what
iv considered
handicapped
It a student is driving .i
person In .i wheel chah lo
class, he K nol permitted lo
paik m a handicapped space
unless he has .i special decal.
The
only
students
permuted lo park in these
spaces .it any nine arc ihsoc
with
a special parking
permit. To receive ,i permit.
a form obtained al Campus
Safety must be filled out by
a physician attesting lo the
person s handicap.

BARGAIN SAT. • SUN. MATINEES
OPENING TILL 6:00 ADULTS • 1.25

A I <J.e>h.. PlntHM K.I..W

Beauty Salon

IN THE BIG N
PLAZA

often is strong!) disputed
by the acclTscd m Traffic
Coin I
deals
with
inconsisicni ticketing.
Inconsistent
ticketing
occurs when a student parks
illegally and is nol cited foi
the violation, so that lie
paiks there again and is
cited later, or when one
person parks illegally and is
not penalized, bin the next
person lo park In that
mannei is ticketed
The court stands that
inconsistent ticketing is no
excuse lot Ihe violation
Getting
away
wnh the
violation Joes not remove
the
offense
from
the
regulation.
Anoihei
controversial
issue concerns the student
that loans his car lo a
friend
II the friend obtains a
parking
ticket
while
operating the car, as in
non-registration
cases,
Traffic Court rules that the
car owner is responsible fot
paying the line. The best
advice in this situation is to
wain the borrower to follow
all
University
parking
regulations and posted signs.
Bad weather, especially at
night, has been a reason
given by the accused for
some violations. But rain or

Concert
Violinist Young-Nam Kim. assistant professor of
musical .ins. and pianisi Paul Schoenfleld will present a
recital at S p.m. Sunday in Recital Hall. Musical Arts
Bldg. Included in the program are selections by Bartok.
Schubert and Dvorak and Ivcs The concert is free and
open lo the public

Parking Services rules explained
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
last of a three-part series on
Ihe Student Traffic Court.

Women interested In competing foi the title of Miss
Ohio mini have their applications in by Jan. 15.
Applicants must be between IS and 2K. never married
and must have lived in Ohio at least six months.
Contestants must submit a photo, bnef biography and a
phone number to Miss Ohio Pageant Headquarters. 124
M.ihci St., St. Clausville. Ohio 439S0.
Ihe pageant, which is m Sieubenville, will be a
live day event in mid-March.

NOW PLAYING
EVE. AT 7:15-9:30
SAT. - SUN. MAT. 2:00
"**** (HIGHEST RATING)
GUARANTEED TO PLEASE NEARLY EVERYONE
c
BY ALL MEANS GO AND SEE IT!" -Kj!hle«n
New York Daily News

S

The Domino People are Pizza
People, period.
LISTEN TO WAWR SPORTS

Ice Cream
Shoppe
A Pleasant Experience

MRwra uturm you In "62?

For Bodj or Firm Curl
Uni-Perm
(No-Fail)
20.00 Complete
• I '*«• Your Charge Account
• So Appointment
SecettaTj

* Homemade Soups #
* Delicious Hamburgers *
* \mish Smoked Sausagt*
* Sodas & Malts*
* and Other Delightful Sandwiches*
Adjoining Olde Giliad
Phone 832 7411
Country Store
I Open 7 Day* a Week it Eves
From SI. Grand Rapids. Ohio

r
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New clemency program urged

2

3

1

H

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

6/89

HiO

■ is

HOWEVER, he said. "I detect very little enthusiasm" on
Capitol hill for reopening the clemency program in any

form, including outright amnesty for Vietnam war deserters
and draft evaders.
However, he said, it was only a partial success since only
21,500 applied, of which 6.000 were found ineligible. It
was estimated that about 100.000 were eligible.
The small participation, Goodell said, was caused largely
by both the press and the public being under the mistaken
impression that the program was for war resisters in
Canada.
The board dealt only with those who had been punished
for desertion and draft evasion and had no reason to be
fugitives.
THE MILITARY dealt with fugitive deserters and the
Justice Department with fugitive draft evaders.

Retardation facility proposed
By Kevin McCray
Stiff Reporter
Wood County Board "I
Mental
Retardation

Su pc i i n I e nden t
K ,i >
Anderson is meeting today
with
stale
officials in
Columbus
In
discim
.iddiiinii.il funding for a
proposed county mental
retardation facility.

Accompanying Anderson
are representatives of The
Collaborative.
Inc.
of
Toledo,
the
project's
consultants.
The county board of
mental retardation decided
Tuesday to go ahead with
Ms original plans for the
(hrcc-unil
residential
facility. The hoard decided
lo push foi moie state funds

to complete financing of the
project rather than cut costs
in the structure.
THE UNITS would house
24 retarded persons each
and would be built on a
10-acre site on Gypsy Lane
Road across from the Wood
I .nil' School in southeastern
Wood County. Anderson
said that if funding is
obtained soon, construction
of the units could begin ihis
spring,
with
occupancy
beginning in January 1977.
Anderson explained thai
the actual facility expense is
still undetermined because
construction costs
are
incomplete.
Two years ago the board
estimated that it would cost
S7O4.OO0.
or
$45
a
iquare-foof,

&
EVERYBODY LIKES PAGLIAI'S
FREE DELIVERY

PAGLIArS

PIZZA SUBS SPAGHETTI
1004 S. Main, Bowling Oresn

PH. 352-7571

UAO
BILLIARD
TOURNAMENT
SUNDAY JAN. 18
2:00 pm
BUCKEYE ROOM
OF UNION
•1.00 ENTRY FEE
MALE & FEMALE WINNERS
TO REPRESENT BGSU AT OHIO
STATE U. REGIONAL
TOURNAMENT
SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE

Alpha Phi
Congratulates
their new
officers
President
1st vice president
2nd vice president
Treasurer
Rush Chairman
Ad. Assistant
Recording Sec
Corresponding Sec
Senior Panhel
Junior Panhel
House Chairman
Social Chairman
Activities Chairman
Rush Counselors

Debbie Groves
Nancy Copenhaver
Charlotte Nessler
Lynne Stacy
Joanie Lantz
Karen Kronauge
Renee Berry
Janet Perry
Jenny Mcormeier
Kathy Yawberg
Sue Molnar
Kandy Kovach
Nancy Reber
Denise Bishoff
Judy Winner
Asst. Rush Chairmen...Lynda HoUman
Kathy Schweller
Asst. Treasurer
Eileen Evans
Panhel Alternate
Nancy Elliott
Asst House Chairman..Debbie Higbee
Asst. Social Chairman..Polly Koch
Quarterly Corres
Kathy Fochtman
Marshall
'
Ellen Doody
Historian
Lori Starr
Guard
Eileen Yawberg
Chaplain
Jaynie Seed
Philanthropy Chr
Donna Gervinski

for

construction of the units.
Anderson said that inflation
now has raised building
costs to about S5I a
square-foot. He added that
the board expects the final
construclion costs to be
between
$800,000
and

$850,000.
According to Anderson,
the
board
now
has
$704.(XX) foi construclion.
That money was obtained
from local revenue bonds
and stale aid. He said it may
lake up lo $150,000 moic
to complete the projOCl M
the board conceives it.
THE FACILITY will have
two
units
for
eight
nonainbulatory
residents
each and one eight -resident
unit
for
ambulatory
persons
Andeison said Ihe board

is "working on criteria foi
enrollment
fiom
a
philosophical basis at this

time." Residents of the
units are expected to be
over If
years of age.
although a few children also
may be enrolled, he said.
"We could not find,
within
Ohio
at
least,
facilities that were designed
for the nonainbulatory type
person," Anderson said.
"This is a very innovative
concept in Ohio."
The units will be the
county's first residential
facility under a plan to close
I he
large
stale-run
institutions for ihe retarded,
whose care now will be
under
local
county
authoiitics.
Each
unit
will
be
supervised by a set of live-in
houseparents.
Anderson
emphasized
that
the
houseparents did not have
to be husband and wile
teams. He said he foresaw
the
possibility
of
houscpaient teams of two
males or two females.
ANDERSON added that
(heie would be a rotating
set of housepaients to give
the
regular
set
an
opportunity to participate
in other activities.
"The board is trying to
simulate an eight-family
member
home tot the
icsidcnts." Andctson said.
Other counties have had
trouble
staffing
theii
facilities for the retarded
However. Anderson said.
the
proximity
of the
University should be lo Ihe
county's
advantage
in
finding qualified personal
Presently the county has
t)2 retarded persons in
stale-run institutions and 50
to ol) moic in other
locations.

A Di Pi
Congratulates
their new
officers
President
Vice President
Pledge Director.
Rush Chairman
Pan He! Reps
Corresponding Sec
Recording Sec
Treasurer
House Chairman

Cheri Hall
Anita Skaff
Lynn Lowry
Linda Gale
Linda Gaines
Cindy Neibel
Bonnie Bemer
Karen Kropp
Janet Muller
Diane Plows

ACROSS
1 "Tak*
from me."
5 Ship's crane
10 Pointed tools
14 Point in planet's orbit
16 Archie's wife
16 Mountain pus.
in India
17 Dueling Carroll
character
19 Opera
20 "
baked
."Phrase
21 Aggravate
23 Extreme
emotion
26 No
26 Wiles

AHSWEP

TO PREVIOUS

UULI
M!J
11

1!

26

65 Viaud's pen
name

7 Nil'

A|L |E N
t
0 SejJS C 0 K t
H A

)PW •

1

'1'

ONE MOPE BRIEE-

I.m

you
PONT HAVE

mp.ee

APVTUPE
TEST?]

mteAvow
FRKW.ANPI
KHOUiCU'UIKY
HUPP, 50 WE'RE

i WONKS. if you caxD PUT
THKCU6H IHIS REQMSHION

.nnm..\

mil

SIX MM BLfffERS.
ONE REGULATION SUE

BASIC

BILUARPS TABLE;

NECESSITIES

HVE

IORTHE

mmnum

EXCELSIOR. PINBALL

MISSION.

authority
39 Lay singer
41 Paddock animal
42 Important
name in fashion
44 Road part
46 Sales, in Paris
48 Cheering
60 Dry's
companion
51 Outstanding:
Colloq
52 I know- Let
54 Vapor: Prefix
55 Open, ae an
envelope
56 Aviation prefix
59 Chess piece:
Abbr

TMT
BAP.
HUH?
I

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Friday. January 16. 1976
Interested in being an RA school year 1976-77? Appli.
in Rm. 425 Stud. Serv. Bldg. Appli. due Frl. Jan. 16.
Training Workshop will

not meet

Sunday, January 18. 1976
BGSU F.n-n-Falcon Scuba Club meeting Nat. 8 p.m. All
welcome.
Monday. January 19. 1976
practice/workout

LOST: Silver Bangle Noviga
mood
watch.
Vicinity
Batcheide.-Sigma
Nu.
Reward. Sue. 2-3773.
FOUND: Cham and metal
in Oarrow Hall. Call 2-5860.
FOUNO: In Mosley 403. 1
ring, 1 com. put. sci. text.
Claim'at Williams Hall 235.
HELPWANTEO
CRUSTY'S PIZZA PUB.
Driver wanted with car.
Apply in person. 532 E.
Wooster.
Need waitresses & waiters
must be 21 tull or part time.
Apply
Dixie
Electric
874-8649.
Babysitter 831 7th Apt. 4.
Hrs. Mon. & Wed. from
11:30 a.m to 8 p.m. Tues.
& Thur. trom 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 . Contact at above
address.
SERVICES OFFERED
Professional typing tor any
and
all
assignments.
352-0224.
WANTED
1-2 f. rmt. (s) to sub. house

IN CHINESE

WEARS, you
TEsmOUTAT
ATHIRP6RAPE
EOJIVAtfNCY.

TENBICENTEN6/FTSfOROIK.
HAL FLAG PTNSJ OMESEFBENPS.
TEN PEPUCAS TO PROMOTE BETOflWEPEN- TERUNPBSTANP0ENCEHAU." IN6BEWUH0UR

THKP

awe?

youeor
THE CAPITAL
RJ6HT.

'0NEMARUN
.iOCSINASe
SEMI-AWOHATK,

urn soo SOFT-

SECURlTyTHOSE POLKS

CAN TURN
NOSEPCAUUDttS' ON yOV.

CLaSSIFIED ~*®*~

Rm.

201

Hayes

LOST AND FOUND

2-2657

|6S

\,— HKtnNe*.:

Vicki Wollpert
Michelle Bishop
Donna Riccio
Beth Haley
Ellen Mack
Beth Monroe
Diane Polena
Carol Dillon
Peg Delaney
Donna Riccio

PEER ACADEMIC ADVISING IEAM

■

1

UEIL.PUKE,

I AM?
PIP t PASS

Standards
Rush Counselors

Give PA AT a call

I

by Garry Trudeau

HENNPK6, I'MGOHO TO BE
NEECHN6 SOME PROVISIONS
BEFORE I LEAVE fCK PWN6.

BG Judo Club
7:30-9:30 p.m.

SI

■

18 Some round
faces
22 Greek goddess
24 Booted grounder, for one
26 Sampled by
drilling
27 Weat Indies resort island
28 Whiffling Carroll character
29 Irish poet
31 Range of the
Rockies
32 Diminutives of
girls' names
36 Wharton
character
38 Disrespect for

Call O/S Seminar Rm. 210 Math-Sci. Bldg. 2-2:50 p.m.

AT A LOSS ABOUT YOUR
SCHEDULE OR MAJOR?

■

S2| ■

SI

vouiscatE.

The Assertiveness
today.

S6

16

VB|

DOONESBURY
tVEHADIT! I'M
NOTL00KH6AT

S5

■

■

VI

■

8 Parts of gossip
columns
9 Hitchcock
movie
10 Stones
11 Credulous Carroll character
12 Put on cargo
13 Excel

i

32

1 jf^
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DOWN

Marti Klaus

hanks to the old officers|
for a job well donel

2^| ■

28

_■"
wr
By

1 Con
2 Word with
crier or house
3 Happy thought
4 Feature of a
front door
5 Croasout
6 Noun suffix

PUZZLE

31

p2^

^| H2S

63

Guard.

Social Chairman
Scholarship Chr
Publicity Chairman
Asst. Rush
Asst. Treasurer
Panhel Alternate
Asst. Pledge Dir

27

w

64 Harness races
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58 Tearful Carroll 13
character
60 Bus. letter abbr.
61 Revolutionary
SO
pamphleteer
62 Descendant of
S7
Fatima
63 Little dog. for
60
short

s 0 0 T M
U
M
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■

120

67 '.acre

30 Slightly daring
33 Exams
34 Source of
Pan's pipes
36 Out, in South
Africa
37 Bumpkin
38 Covers with a
finishing
39 Noun suffix

IS

1

40 Type of tide
41 A Firth
42 Great work
of art
43 Guardian
spirit
46 Grasslands
47 Lariat
49 Gains
60 Slowpokss
63 "
Stranger": Phrase

!

12

lit

• l"5 101 ANOIIII tIMIS

WASHINGTON (AP) -Charles Goodell. who headed the
Presidential Clemency Board before il closed down Sept.
20, called on Congress yesterday to reopen all three parts of
the clemency program.
He told a news conference that the program was only a
partial success over-all because it "ended with so many not
knowing they could apply."
Stressing that he was speaking personally and not lor the
board. Goodell noted that the board, when it was
operating, unanimously recommended that the application
for clemency period be longer.

i:

spr. $65-util. pd. Good loc.
3520379. Jean.
1 f. to sublet apt. spr. qtr.
Inda 352-7371 tor more
into.
M. rmmt. to share 3 bdrm.
apt. own unfinished bdrm.
$92/mo.
Call
352-1665
after 6 p.m.
M. student to share small
house w/3 men. Close to
campus.
Inquire at 836
Third St.

1 f. rmmt. now. 352-7768
or 352-2376.
F. rmt. turn. apt. to sublet
Cherry Hill. 352-2257.

1 f. rmte. to sublet apt. spr.
qtr. $72.50/mo. 352-3322.
1 f. rmt. to sub. apt. spr.
352-0707 eve.
F. rmmt. wtr. spr.
Cherry
Hill
Apt.
352-6428

qtr.
66:

F. rmt. 4 nice apt. pool,
own rm. 352-1938.
PERSONALS
Pam. congratulations and
best
wishes
on
your
engagement to Mick. Love.
Vout Alpha Gam Sisters.

Congratulations Gwen and
Dewey
on
your
Alpha
Gam-Kappa Sig lavalienng.
Happy first anniversary JR.
Love Lady.
Phi Kappa Phi Archivist will
pay $3 for copies of June 1.
1975
initiation
program.
352-7355 evenings.
Congratulations
to
and
Tom
on
engagement.
Love.
Alpha Phi's.

Katie
their
the

The
Alpha
Phi's
congratulate Janet and Wes
on their engagement.
Sigma Nu Brothers: What a
way to go active. Thanks for
the fantastic dinner. Get
psyched for Feb. 12. Your
Lil Sis's.
DON'T FORGET Men's and
Women clearance sale at
The Oxford House 518 E.
Wooster.
Alterations & Tailoring. The
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main.
VALENTINE PORTRAITS
CALL HAGER STUDIO'S.
For 65 cents or less at the
Plant Lady you can buy...up
to five sizes clay pots and
saucers some glass pots,
potting soil, and a variety of
small plants! 102',- N Main.
Special
Sale.
Free
Wandering Jew plant with
purchase of any item in
store.
"Kissinger"
Plant
alone 15 cents. Many other
plants reduced. This week
only. RAIN FOREST 190F
S. Main in Mini-Mall.

Yamaha Rec. Fisher spkrs.
352-2481 after 4.
Head Skis 2-pr. 170 & 200
cm. Exc. cond. 352-7296.
Empire 598 turntable besi
offer,
Sylvania
2743
receiver 50 watts RMS best
offer. 372-3697 after 6 p.m.
House Plant Sale. Sat. Jan.
17. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 407C S.
Enterprise.

FOR RENT
3 bdrm. house 3-4 students
immed. rental. 353-8331.
.Near univ. across South
Hall.
Greenview
Apts.
now
renting
one
and
two
bedroom apts. low rates, all
utilities.
pd.
3521195.
12-6. p.m.
Furn. effic. apt. for 1 or 2,
ace. from camp, all util.
except elec. $160/mo. Mo.
of Jan. Pd. 352-5435.
2
bedroom,
4
person,
furnished, near campus at
521
East Merry, Tenant
pays
only
the
electric,
excellent condition, $296.
per month. 2 bedroom, 4
persons, furnished, located
at 824 Sixth Street, tenantpays
only
the
electric.
excellent condition. $260.
per
month.
For
more
details, call Newlove Realty,
353-7381.
525 N. Enterprise large 2
bed
duplex
furn.
air.
270/mo.
plus util. Call
353-7381.

Barb. Bast wishes on your
engagement. Wishing you
and
Charlie
happiness
always. Love, Linda.

520 E. Reed new large 2
bed apts. furn. air. 280/mo
plus electric. Call 353-7381.

FOR SALE

STUDENT APARTMENTS
352-1800 or 352-4671.

A7 "Voice of the Theatre"
speakers, 200pr. w/o horns.
2-0087. Lifetime guarantee.

Half of two bedroom apt.,
call Brow. 372-0032 (days),
352-2784 (evenings).
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Dylan's new album lacks 'Desire'
Review By
David Fandray
It is not easy to review a Bob Dylan album.
Dylan just is not your average pop star. When you deal
with him. you are dealing with more than a talented
individual who has happened to have put a collection of
songs on vinyl.
Dylan is a phenomenon: he is a legend. In terms of a
serious assessment of popular music, he is probably the
most significant individual lo have emerged in this country
in the last 20 years.
This year his importance has been compounded by a
number of factors.
FIRST. THERE was his stunningly successful album.
"Blood on the Ttacks"--an album good enough to remind
all of us just why we had been so attracted to Dylan in the
first place.
Then there was his return to the New York club scene.
The man was back on the streets, back with the people
hanging out with them, playing with them, telling friends
that he thought music should be taken back lo more
intimate surroundings.
This flurry of activity (with an attendant amount of
publicity that even found Dylan reaching the cover of
"People" magazine) set the stage for the Rolling Thunder
Review. Dylan's massive lour of the Northeast, and the
recording of "Hurricane." (a song about former boxer
Rubin Caiter protesting his false conviction for murder).
THE TOTAL EFFECT of these events has been to
catapult Bob Dylan to a level of stardom he has never
known before.
Through a combination of legendary mystique, good
music and unprecedented media exposuic. he has won a
new generation of fans this last year.
At the same time he lias won back countless old admirers

by touring with such notable old-timers as Joan Baez and
Allan Ginsberg, and by championing the cause of Rubin
Carter in the first protest song he has written in years.
With
Dylan's always intimidating stature thus
augmented, n becomes extremely difficult to deal with his
latest album, "Desire."
After the events of the last year, it seems that this should
be nothing less than Bob Dylan's best album. All of the
signs have pointed to it.
UNFORTUNATELY, even after repeated listenings. I do
not find this to be true. In fact. I believe that "Desire"
ranks alongside "Planet Waves" and "Self Portrait" as one
of the least impressive albums Dylan ever has recorded.
This record is not true to the promise Dylan has made in
his activities of the last year.
The excitement, energy and spirit that have been carried
in the tempo of his public life simply are not found on this
album. .
With a few notable exceptions, the songs on "Desire" are
lifeless, dull and even bland.
They plod mercilessly at excrutiatingly slow tempos.
THIS LACK OF motion is further heightened by Dylan's
droning voice, which has seldom seemed so monotonous
and devoid of life.
Even Dylan's most constant ability-his facility with
language-seems to be little evident on this recording.
The cascades of interesting images and provocative
rhymes that always have been the hallmark of his writing
can be found only in isolated instances on "Desire."
HE TELLS STORIES here with his songs, but the
narratives are too straightforward and unimaginative to
really he intriguing. Coupled with the dirge-like quality of
the music and relatively lifeless instrumental backing, these
ballads refuse to go anywhere.

Arms treaty proposed
reach the broad outline! of

WASHINGTON
; API - Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger has given
the
Soviet
Union new
American proposals foi a
treaty
limiting offensive
nuclear
weapons.
U.S.
officials said yesterday.
Kissinger delivered the
American plan Wednesday
night at a meeting with
Soviet Ambassador Anatoly
IXihrynin.
The secretary plans a visit
to Moscow beginning next
Tuesday
to meet with
Soviet
leader
Leonid
Brezhnev in an effort to

a new treaty.
Kissingei
conference
treaty "is
Concern foi

lold i news
Wednesday a
of profound
the long-term

future "
He said he is going to
Moscow on the strength of
"a deal promise" that the
Soviets
will
make
a
significant modification of
their
position
on
an
agreement
THE MAIN obstacles to
an accord m strategic arms
limitation talks have been
disputes ovei a new Soviet

bomber and the American
Cruise missile system.
The US officials would
not disclose the American
proposal for dealing with
these issues. However, other
souices have said Kissinger
wants to limit the area of
deployment of the Russian
plane.
designated
the
Backfire bomber.
Progress toward a SALT
agreement broke down last
yea i when the Americans
insisted on counting the
medium-range bomber as a
strategic weapon to be
limited in number.

AT THE same time, the
Russians insisted that the
dronelike Cruise missile also
be numbered within the
limitation set of American
offensive nuclear weapons.
Kissinger told the news
conference Wednesday that,
while a SALT agreement
might be in sight, it will
take months to finish the
work necessary to achieve
it.
He insisted that the
Cruise missile and Backfire
bomber
issues
remain
unsettled.

Fund starfed to itop sled slide
intended to move its entire
operation to West Point.
Miss.

MEDINA
(AP)-Tlie
financially troubled maker
of the famed Flexible Flyer
sled has a start toward
meeting a SI .4 million debt,
thanks to four doclois who
don't want the sled lo go
the way of whooping cranes
and the Essex.
The Maryland quartet
sent
the
company
a
four-dollar check recently
with instructions that it was
to open the "Fund for
future Flexible Flyer Fun."

THE COURT granted
permission foi moving all
but the sled line, hut a
company spokesman said
Ilia! since sled production
doesn't start until late May
or
early
June.
COUtl
approval I'm transferring
that part ol the operation
still might he obtained.
The move would
S4..0.000
a year.
company laid,

The company that makes
playground equipment as
well
as
the
sled.
Bla/on-Flexible Flyer Inc..
sought
financial
reorganization under (lie
Federal Bankruptcy Act late
last year.
It subsequently told the
bankruptcy
court
it

save
the

Meanwhile. Blazon sued
I he major creditor to which
it owes SI.4 million. First
National City Bank of New
York, for SIO million,
contending the bank forced
the
Medina
firm
into

bankruptcy
by
refusing
certain advance funds.
The letter turned up
during a recent creditors
meeting.
Earle Schultz. president
of the 87-year-old firm, said
he sent the doctors a decal
of the
Flexible
Flyer
emblem and pledged that he
would do so for anyone else
sending a donation.
THE EMBLEM displays
an eagle clutching golden
arrows in its talons and a
red Flexible Flyer banner in
its beak
In a letter with the check.
Dr. J.
W.
Banks
of
llagerstown. Md.. said he
and his colleagues hoped
former sled riders like
themselves also would put
up a dollar each to ensure
that "the great sleds would

Butz claims co-op abuse
WASHINGTON
( AP) -- Agriculture
Secretary Earl Butz told leaders of the
nation's farm cooperatives yesterday that
some of iheir members have abused their
legal advantages and been "aided and
abetted by ihe Department of Agriculture."
"This has not been done for good
marketing but for monopolistic price
enhancement.. I'm firmly convinced we have
done that." Butz said al the final session of
the
National
Council
of
Farmer
Cooperative's annual meeting.
The secretary was not specific about the
abuses he alleged except to say they involved
marketing orders. He did refer to one
unidentified "ruthless dairy cooperative"
lhal grew by "cannibalism" which "reflects
on all of us."

BUTZ previously has singled out some
cooperatives for criticism. He told a Harvard
University audience last fall that grain
marketing in some areas of South Dakota
was dominated by cooperatives.
Buiz said cooperative abuses "turn
consumers off on us. Let's not kid ourselves,
they're the majority."
He said the only way farm cooperatives
will survive increasing attacks from several
government agencies and outside groups "is
by living right and getting credit for it."
"You don't minimize the attacks by
walking around with a chip on your shoulder
and dare someone to knock it off." said the
secretary, ihe son of a former cooperative
manager and a key figure in private life in
the soaring post-war growth of Midwest
cooperatives.

be
around
for
future
generations to enjoy.
"We
drove
Flexible
Flyers
at
unbelievable
speeds and with little regard
for the safety of ourselves
or for others, we regret to
say." Banks wrote.
"The whooping crane we
have come to accept as an
endangered species, and few
people have ever seen a
timber wolf." he went on.
"The passing of the Essex
and
the
Packard
was
accepted as the way the ball
of progress bounces.
"But
winter
without
Flexible Elyers," he said, "is
like spring without the end
of school."

Gone is the surreal chaos of songs like "Tangled Up In
Blue," a song that offered a constantly changing panorama
of life.
It has been replaced by a photo-realistic view of events
that only could be made interesting by interesting readings
of the music. But both Dylan and his sidemen have
neglected to make this music interesting.
The only spark of life that can be found in most of the
material on this album, in fact, is produced by the
ever-singing violin backings provided by Scarlet Rivera.
DYLAN OCCASIONALLY does come through on this
album, though.
"Hurricane" is a brilliant song In its rousing outburst of
indignation, it seethes with an energy that is reminiscent of
that found in the classic "like a Rolling Stone."
In similar fashion. "Mozambique," "One More Cup of
Coffee." and "Black Diamond Bay" are carried along by
enough of a lyrical playfulness to make them stand out
from the more disappointing tracks included here.
The bright moments that are provided by these songs,
and that occasionally can be found in the other material, do
little to redeem "Desire." however.
The persistent tired droning of songs like "Joey" and
"Oh Sister"leave too strong an aftertaste.
Even though Dylan's lifestyle now may be reminding
people of the brightest days in his past, his latest music
reminds me of nothing but the lowest points in his
recording career.

'Night Caller' ringing no bells
Review By
Mark Dom

careens around corners in
this
genre's
obligatory
car-chase sequence.

Though
"The
Night
Caller" is billed as "the
gieatcsl thrillerchillei to
conic along since 'Psycho.' "
it defies its distributor's
promotional
advances
toward
a
horror-film
audience.
The film reveals itself to
be yet .mother tired vehicle
in
a seemingly endless
parade of cinematic crime
melodramas
••
centered
around
just
one more
unconventional,
t o u g h ■ a s -1 h e y - c o m e
gumshiv.
In this Ficnch Import,
our beleagurcd hero is the
chief of detectives of the
Parisian Gendarmes, hot on
the ttail of a psychopathetic
p h o n e r,
whose
self-proclaimed mission of
vengeance appears lo be
ridding the world of lovely,
promiscious
females
(promiscuous, thai is, to
everyone except the "Night
Caller").
The caller is repeatedly
rejected by these lemtne
fatales because lie possesses
a horrendous glass eye.
Jean-Paul Bclmondo, as
the nattily-dressed Gallic
detective, obligingly pursues
the telephonophile across
the scenic rooftops of Paris,
through the labryinths of
the Metro
subway
and

ABORTION
$1 2500
TOLL t Ml I

9«.lH

|0

t

1 000 4JS J'10

PARAGON
EXPERIENCE

THE
CHARACTER
IST1CS of the detective thai
Belmondo portrays appeal
to have been influenced by
direct or-producer-writer
Henri Verneiiirs reverence
of writers a la Hammctt and
("handler, or perhaps Ihc
screen
appearances
of
Humphrey Bogarl as Sam
Spade and Phillip Marlowe.
Bclmondo
apes
to
pei lection Bogarl-like facial
expressions
and
mannerisms. I was totally
awed by the similarity in the
way in which Bclmondo
could nonchalantly balance
a cigarette in the corner of
his mouth or on the very
edge of his lips, all the while
carrying on a rapid-fire
telephone conversation with
ihc obscene "Night Caller."
The music score mostly
consists of one lone person
whistling
a
repetitious,
creepy-sounding dirge that
is intended to send shivers
up and down your spine
every time you hear it and il
is heard only when the
"Night Caller" appears on
the screen.
Now, this type of device

was already 0V«| utilized
thirty years ago on radio's
"The Whistler" mysteries,
And it might have proven
itself effective once or twice
in some of composer-arranger l-.nnio Morncone's
other screen scores in
"spaghetti- Westerns" like
"A Fistful of Dollars" and
"Once Upon a Time in the
West." However, in "Night
Caller." Morncone is once
again
just
repetiliously
whistling Dixie.
DESPITE the expeilly
executed pursuit scenes,
winch ware lutpenseful and
(lawlessly performed by Ihc
actors themselves (al least
ili.it
looked
like
Bclmondo!). I could not
shake the feeling that I had
already seen this film done
many, many limes before.

in his lair. Bclmondo and his
aid-decamp cooly sit next
to the telephone, lighting
each other's cigarettes and
engaging in small talk. Their
still tight-lipped
suspect
spews
blood from his
newly-perforated stomach,
all the while begging (he
two detectives to call an
ambulance before he bleeds
to death on the floor. An
ambulance is eventually
dispatched, but not before
the suspect literally spills his
guts and gives Belmondo
some
much sought -after

information,
"The
Night
Caller"
should
please
the
burgeoning
legion
of
TV-movie
law-and-ordcr
fans who like their vigilantes
and supercops to shoot first
and ask questions later.

The menl ahty of this film
had a familiar ring - pun
intended -as well.
After shooting a suspect

DIRTY HARRY, Hondo
llaiielson
and
Buford
Pusser. move over. Viola!
Jean-Paul Belmondo.

HOW DOES
♦57.50*
SOUND?
v.<r
<r
ii
-.v
■a

Deluxe 2 bdrm.
Furnished
Central heat Er air
Laundry fac. in bldg
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills

For Information. Call
352-«2«3

10 12 14 18
HOURS
S-T 4 30PM- 100 AM
f-S 4 JOPM-2 OOAM

FREE DELIVERY

Delivered
to your
door
Fast, Free & Hot

Hampton House
70S '* SI.
203 N MAIN

AN EXPERIENCE
YOU WILL NEVER FORGET'
COMING JAN. 26

Why don't YOU take
advantage of

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM

JANUARY
SALES

corner ofS. College and Napoleon Rds.

and save up to 50 %
ON

FALL AND WINTER
MERCHANDISE
AT
hours

Need academic advice?
Call PA AT 2-2657

Bob Dvlan

> 8 - 5 M — Sat.
WATCH FOR
Closed Sun.
WEEKLY SPECIALS

phone
353-8381

THE POWDER PUFF
525 Ridge St.

^•:;:.:SS'XS"ffiS:»S¥SS

7 37 $. Main

pEPS| SPECIAL

352-8639
32 oz 6 for '1.59

Cold Beer - Wine - Champagne

South Side Six
Carry Out

OPEN
9 am - 11 P-m. Weekdays & Sunday
9 am - 12 pm Friday & Saturday

BG teams meet OSU this weekend
leers host Buckeyes

Women play 1st game
By l.iuri I .'.nil

Assistant Sports Editor
Winning then first game
of the season will be no easy
task for Bowling Green's
women cagcrs as they face
arch-rival
Ohio
Slate
University (OSU) tomorrow
in St. John Arena.
The Buckeye hoopstcrs.
defending state champions,
are seeking to avenge a
56-50 loss dealt to them by
the Falcons in Anderson
Arena last year.
"OSU will be out to get
us, even though they beat us
in the stale tournament last
year," BG coach Sue llager
said. "They feel it was
beneath them to lose to
someone in the slate."
OHIO STATE also may
have
a
psychological
advantage. Tire Kalcons
never have played in St
John Arena. The OSU BG
game ts also the preliminary
to the Ohio Stale men's
basketball game
"Playing the preliminary
game is a decided advantage
for Ohio Stale and II will
definitely have an effect on

us," llager said. "But if we
maintain our composure,
we'll be okay."
On the whole, however,
the picture looks bright for
the upcoming basketball
season. The Falcons have six
returning varsity players,
making maturity and depth
their strong points.
THIS DEPTH especially
is noticeable in the center
position, where Hagcr has
Ihree strong players she can
switch off. The Kalcons also
have the potential to he
strong at forward. Only the
guards show lack of depth.
"The
girls
have a
tremendous
altitude."
llager said. "They are
excited
about
getting
started and eager to work
on new things and put in
extra time. Injury-wise,
we're in better shape Ihan
we've ever been, and I'm
looking forward to a good
season."
llager described Ohio
State as being a very tough
opponent. OSU played in a
tournament at Mississippi
State University during the
holidays.
whereas

s

He's only averaging two
points a game and he's only
hitting 2(1 per cent of Ins
field goal attempts, but
Greg Kampe continues to
play an Important role for
the Falcon basketball team
Short m si/c but long in
heart. Kampe doesn't let his
5-10 stature hinder his hoop
performances.
Instead, he lets his
■mazing determination do
the talking. And it's mighty
loud.
"IT'S JUST ,i thrill to
play on the major-college

level," he said before
yesterday's practice session
"In junior varsity, all you
do is get a ye.ii experience
and learn the team system.
Up here, (varsityt it's a
completely
different
world."
Although he hasn't even
come close to matching his
JV averages (I7 - KOring,
4.' per cent shooting) of a
year ago. Kampe has found
his spot among the Falcon

eager*.
It's called quartcrhacking
and it involves bunging the
ball up the court, directing
the offense and providing
defensive pressure at the
othei end of the floor.
Grade report
A foi
effort. A for performance.
"If that's what I've got to
do to help us win. then I'll
do it." Kampe said of his
playmaking role "I think it
helps Tom (I lams I a lot
more, because when he has
to bring it up. he has to
work harder for his shots.
So I think my presence
helps the whole offense."
However, there's also an

After all. the Kalcons arc
the
fifth-ranked
team
(WMPL coaches poll) team
in the country and locked in
a three-way tie atop the
CCHA standings.

The Buckeyes are strong
on the boards, but Falcon
rebounding is improving.
BG has as fast a team as it
ever has had and the
Falcons plan to keep close
tabs on the Bucks, who are
expected to fast break
often. BG also has good
outside shooting.
"Our main problem is
getting our guards to take
the time to make the play."
llager said. "We're also
pretty sloppy on our inside
shots, and we can't afford
to develop bad habits right
now.
"Well try to go inside for
llie shot and we'll have to
play harder than they do.
We have to play it cool."
she added.

***

Falcon defenseman Ken Morrow unleashes a slap shot
from the Mueline during action last weekend against
Lake Superior. The freshman rearguard will go against
his brother Greg and his Ohio State teammates this
weekend in an important C'CHA series at the Ice
Arena. (Newsphoto by Mindy Millie m i

Stubbs seeks win
By David Smercina
Staff Writer

PORTS
PageK

No shooter, no scorer,
but Kampe contributes
By Dick Recs
Sports Editor

At
a
glance.
this
weekend's
Bowling
Green-Ohio State Central
Collegiate
Hockey
Association
(CCHA)
showdown may seem like a
mismatch.

"OSU HAS had an
opportunity to work out
the bugs in their game, and
it will be evident in their
play," Hagcr said."The two
players they lost were
leaders on the floor, though,
and they might not have
that type of leadership
developed yet."
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By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor

tomorrows game is the first
of the season for BG.

item called shooting, and
Kampe is proving to he no
Jerry West.
"WHEN I'VE got an open
shoi. I've got lo take it."he
explained. "If I don't teams
will drop off me and sag on
on i post men and I won'I he

effective,
"It's iiist ,i matter of
confidence,"
Kampe
continued. "I haven't made
any (shots) lately, but one
of these days, they'll start
dropping."
Hopefully, it will he
tomorrow when Bowling
Giecn travels to Eastern
Michigan University (EMU)
lot a .1 p.m. Mid-American
Conference (MAC) tussle. •
ONCE AGAIN Kampe
probably will be the lust
sub off coach Pat Haley's
bench as the Kalcons, 5-7
overall and 2-2 in the MAC.
bat tic the Unions, winlcss in
three league starts but with
an identical 5-7 season
mark.
"I uist do what he
(Haley) wants me to do."
the sophomore guard said.
"If he wants me lo start. I'd
lo\e it. but if coming off the
bench is my job. then I'll do
the best I can."
Despite his strong floor
performances
of
late,
Kampe still admits there's
room for improvement -especially in his offensive
game
"I've got to score more."
he said "We can't rely on
one or two guys to score all
the time -- we've all got to
carry our load. And mine's
got to he between six and
10 points.
"Defensively, well. I feel
that's the best part of my
game."
the
two-sport

performer said. "Quickness
is my whole game there.
When you're 5-10. to be a
good defensive player, you
have to be quick."
QUICK HE is with
lightning-fast speed and
hands
that
many
pickpockets would envy.
Katnpe's position as a
cornerback on the Falcon
football leant undoubtedly
has helped in (hat respect,
but it also has hurt him.
"I was pretty down at
first." he related. "I knew
when I first came out thai I
wouldn't be able to do
things that I know I can do
because of football.
"So I got frustrated and
lost confidence." Kampe
explained. "But I've gotten
my confidence back since
the first league game
(Western Michigan)."
Tomorrow's contest is
important, as is any Othei
league game. The Kalcons
will encounter one of the
MAC's better performers in
6-1) junior forward Bobby
Riddle, averaging I" points
and better than 10 rebounds
per game.

The Falcon swim team will have two chances of
capturing its first win of the ycai as it hosts Western
Michigan University (WMU) and Kcnyon College this
weekend in the Natatortum.
Western Michigan will provide the opposition lomghl at
7:30. The Broncoi defeated the BG tankers lasi year.
69-44.
"A pretty good learn with a solid lineup." is how lit;
coach loin Stubbs describes this year's WMU squad.
ONE OF WMU's strong points is in the sprints, an aiea
which has given BG trouble so far. Strength in the
individual medley could also prove to be a Western
Michigan advantage.
A WMU weakness is diving. Theiefoie. IK! sophomore
Kurt Scibenick should have a good chance of taking both
diving events, something he pulled off last year at
Kahtmazoo.
The key to tonight'l meet, though, could he in the
distance events. Sluhhs said he believes thai Dave Kyland,
Kuil lee and Jon Walls will have to outscore WMU's
talented duo of Terry Bcesi and lecenl school record seller
Maik Hlanchard lor the Falcons lo overcome llie Bioncos.
TOMORROW'S 1:30 p.m. encounter will pit the Falcons
against small school powerhouse Kcnyon. defending
champion in the Ohio Conference for the last 2.' years
"We should be able lo win," Stubbs said, "but they're
never easy. They swim with pride."
The people who possibly could help put a dent in BC'l
impressive X-O-l record against Kcnyon. which includes last
year's 66-47 win. are sprinter Bruce Morton and
Ill-American Don Constantino, a multi-talented swimmer
specializing in the individual medley.
Diving again should he a Falcon advantage against the
Lords. But Bowling Green's depth could prove to he the
clincher, according to Stubbs.
"I think that we're near our capabilities." he said. "Well
just work with the talent that we've got.

admission
tickets
for
tomorrow night's game also
were available. Reserved
seat tickets for tomorrow
night's game are sold out.
TICKETS GO on sale at 9

FIRST-YEAR
coach
Jerry Welsh, a former
three-time Ohio Slate MVP
as a player, has turned
around a sagging Buckeye
squad that suffered through
a 7-22-1 record last season.
To compound the already
intense rivalry between
Ohio's only (wo varsily
hockey squads is Bowling
Green's seemingly
easy
four-game sweep of Ohio

"But it's toned down
quite a bit." Mason said. "I
think they treat other teams
as they treat each other.
Around here, when there's a
game with Ohio Stale, it
always
becomes
an
emotional game. Then- will
be electricity In the air "
ELECTRICITY
and
maybe even a few high
sticks can be expected in
this pivotal clash with the
Buckeyes,
who
have
returned to CCHA play
alter a two-yen absence.

A checking line of Dave
Easton
(5-9-14), Byron
Shutt (8-6-14) and Steve
Murphy (4-5-9) offer the
balance and needed muscle
against the Bucks.
The Falcons other two
fronts include wings Tom
Espcr (9-11-20) and Rich
Nagai (7-7-14) and center.
Tom Newton (4-7-11) and
freshmen
wings
John
Markell (5-10-15), Bruce
Newton (5-6-11) and anchor
Mark Wells (5-13-18).
OHIO
STATE
will
counter with a high-scoring
trio of Bruce Allworlh
(2(>33-56). Vic Favot (5
17-22) and Dale Knaus
(5-6-11).
Greg Morrow, brother of
Falcon
freshman
defenseman Ken. center a
second line that includes
Steve Pankiw (17-22-39)
and Bill Davidge (8-12-20)
on the flanks.
Senior
goalie
.Dan
Stergjou will guard the OSU
nets both nights. The
Downsview. Ont. native has
played some of the best
hockey of his career against
BG Stcrgiou owns five of
the 10 Ohio victories in the
26-game scries.

•The Falcons, riding
a
ihree-gamc unbeaten siring,
will seek ,ui offensive spark
from
the
"Toronto
Connection" line of leading
scorer
Mike
Mailman
(16-16-32). Jack lame

Al Sarachman. owning a
3.09 goals against average,
will start in goal for the
Falcons tonight while Mike
Liut (2.23). will attempt to
Stretch his career record
wins to 29 tomorrow.

Niatmen face TU
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer

ready to go Saturday,"
Bollard said.
The Injury Msl again will
play an important role for
BG. Jeff Polhemus. ihe
250-pound strongman, will
bo out with a bad shoulder
from last week's tusl loss lo
Those Falcons that are
wrestling.
although
hampered
with
minor
ailments, arc Bill Fraziet
(stomach disorder), Joe
Kosch (sprained ankle) and
Jerry
Thomas
(bad
shoulder).
The
Rockets'
mam
weight strengths match up
with BG's. which could be
good or bad. Bcllard said he
believes the latter.
"Their strengths will hurl
us." Bellard said. "They
have a good 11 H-poundcr in
(Norman) Shapiro (3-9) to
take on Jay Ules.
"KOSCH (142-pounds) is
our main man that we
always count on winning lor
us. but he'll go against Brad

Smith (3-0)." Bellard said.
"Smith beat Kosch in the
dual last year convincingly,
but Joe is belter than what
he showed in that meet.
"And they have another
good one at 190-pounds
(John Robinson. 10-3-1) to
go against Pat Wclfle,"
Bcllard added.
Here are tomorrow's
probable starters for both
teams : I 18- Liles(BG)vs.
Shapiro (T); 126-Thomas
or Tim Marmelli (BG) vs.
Robin
Rayficld
(T);
134 - Frazier (BG) vs. Paul
DcNeis (T); 142-Kosch
(BG) vs. Smith (T).
150 -Rick Kopl(BG)vs.
Charlie
Miller
(T):
158- Mark Mayer (BG) vs.
Virgil Smith (T); 167Gerry Leeseburg (BG) vs.
Tim Gagat (T); 177-Rick
Shannon or Dave Dyckes
(BG) vs. Chuck Beier (T),
190-Welfle
(BG)
vs.
Robinson
(T)
and
heavyweight Al Nozak(BG)
vs. Bill Gerwin (T).

fGymnasts host meet

Ski club

Bowling Green's young
and improved wrestling
squad seeks its second win
ol
(he
season
when
neighboring Toledo enters
Anderson Aiena at 2 p.m.

tomorrow,
Just as in any other
sporls contest between the
Falcons and Rockets, it
should be quite a struggle
between
these
two
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) foes.
"When you go against
Toledo, most of the kids
know each Other," BG boss
Bruce Bcllard. in his 23rd
year in Falconland. said.
"This should be real
interesting because we're
both
out
to
prove
Something," Bollard added.
"Toledo has a good team
despite its record (0-J).
They've been losing close
games to lough teams.
"OUR TEAM will be

Miami's Ted Smith.

"WE'RE ONLY a club team, not a varsity." White
explained "and that means we can't offer our people grants.
That puts schools like Ohio State and Michigan far ahead of
us."
If that isn't enough of a problem for White, then the lack
of practice facilities on campus is. Varsity sports such as
spring baseball and lacrosse rank higher in priority than
gymnastics. This lack of practice has been evident
throughout the seven seasons.
"I don't mind losing as long as there's h6pe." White said.
For White, that hope may lie in the construction of the
recreation center planned at BG.
"If we can hang on 'til then," he said, "we may stand a
chance."

Feisty Falcon guard Greg Kampe (12) handles the
roundball in Wednesday night's 6I-S7 win over Kent
State. Although Kampe made just one of seven floor
shots in that contest, his defense and playmaking
once again excelled. (Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman)

(8-7-15) and Paul Titantic
(5-9-14).

"We
arc
at
a
psychological
disadvantage." Mason said. "A win
over us would give (hem a
real boost foi then program.
It could make tlion season
to beat us. I'm sure they'll
be ready."

"It's like climbing a mountain. You do it because it's
there."
That's the way University gymnastic coach John White
describes the attitude that motivate his men gymnasts.
The program at BG evolved seven years ago. which is
how long White has been at the helm. However, in the seven
years the program has not done well.

OTHER
HURON
standouts are guard Din
Hoff (14.0). center Brian
Schubert
(11.11
and
forward Walt Jones (8..!).
Freshman Shaun Bradley is
the other starter.
BG will combat EMU
with
post
men
Ron
Hammye
(14.0.
10.4
rebounds)
and
Andre
Richardson
(8.6.
9.2
rebounds).
wings
Dan
Hipsher (10.2) and John
Arnold (7.2) and point
guard Tommy Harris (19,3).
And don't forget Kampe.

ajn. today in the Memorial
Hall ticket office on a
first -come, first-served basis.
It Is expected that tickets
will not be available at the
gate tonight or tomorrow
night.

The Kalcons.
11-2-1overall and 3-0 in the
CCHA. are coming off a 5-3.
5-4 series sweep of Lake
Superior The Buckeyes
meanwhile, split a pair with
league foe Western Michigan
in Columbus last weekend.

"I think this rivalry
started before I was here."
BG coach Ron Mason said,
"when Jack Vivian was
coaching for BG and Harry
Neal for Ohio State. They
got into a verbal exchange
at the time and I think
lhal's part of the reason for
the rivalry.

By Tim Davis

Hockey tickets still available
A total of 200 general
admission and 20 reserved
seat tickets for tonight's
hockey game with Ohio
State still were available as
of 9 a.m. today.
A total of 50 general

And Ohio State - well,
the Scarlet and Gray skaters
have won only two of eight
loop outings and carry a
12-8-1 season mark into this
crucial scries slated for a
pair of 7:30 starts tonight
and tomorrow night in the
Ice Arena.

State last season, the first
time one team had captured
all four regular season games
since they began the series
during 1969-70 season.

IN THE meantime BG has to face tough conference foe
Slippery Rock tomorrow at Anderson Arena, and White is
not at all optimistic about the outcome.
"TheyII probably kill us." he said. "There's not much
we can do about it, either."
Every cloud has a silver lining, though, and when
Slippery Rock invades BG this weekend, look for Falcon
senior captain Smitty Kahr to finish in the top three for
vaulting. He's accomplished. Too bad he's got to graduate
this year.

Bowling
Green's
ski
racing team will be in action
this weekend, competing in
the Michigan's Governor's
Cup at Crystal Mountain
near Thompson. Mich.
Tomorrow
morning's
meet will include the top
teams in the Midwest
College Ski Association,
including such schools as
Ohio Slate. Ohio Wesleyan.
Akron. Cleveland State,
Cincinnati.
Central
Michigan. Michigan State,
General Motors Institute
and the University of
Michigan.
RACING FOR BG will be
Steve
Griebling,
Bob
Kupetz, JoeBcrka. Mike
McDaniel. Dave Abe and
Tom Lavoy. Captain Eric
Griebling will be unable to
compete
because
of
mononucleosis.
Competing
in
the
women's division for BG
will be Kathy McNutt, Sue
Berka and Debbie Georgi.
An invitation
to the
NCAA qualifier is possible
for the Falcons with a good
showing this weekend.

